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mr, Ac D. TH Ap nung | Lon mob." 

Mailer's writing in this book is as dirty as anything I can remember. Cunhingly, 

wate frty. Lt ts ee much ays, thaW a few evieved/ referring to how Jaf 
, YS 61s |; 

he ‘/'eonjectures " so muck, ‘fp does that, but he does owt Be bgins with suggestions, 

various kinds of hints even denials of what he is eaging but falls short of saying 

literallz. But over his 828 pages be says what he wants to say about those he wants to 

defame and does defames Oh buntds stork (eews we fabee an pean Ninn eo TAME . 

We saw some of this in his abuse of de Mohrenschildt but in the course of the 

parts of his book dealing with de Mohrenschildt, in those two chapters addressed in the 

preceding chapter 7he intends to Lave no doubt in the readers' mind that aetithren- 

schildt was a CIA employee, He falls short of saying that but only the most cautipus 

reader making a careful reading will not get thst impression, will not vel{Uebve that 

during the time he knew Oswald de Mohrenschildt was working for the CIA and not as an 

; 'Gbig AP wn donplgy le. aaa ay PART A GE or sources 1, synhe 

But—itts-not until he gets to the very end that-Metier-decsamare this explicit. A fo 7. 

  

    
. dQ 

En the first chapter of his last part, VIII, MailerSe title 2 "The Funishment of 

Hosty and the Death of the Handlers" That the two are not in any way related is minor 

but in referring to de Mohrenschildt as Oswald's k"handler" Mailer is saying that 

de “okrenschildt was a CIA employee who “handked" its spy Oswald. 

N, 
No "handler" is some occasional Tom, Dick or Herry picked up without being now fa dhty 

te bow de Moh eq schilef edb a LH 
controlled thouro ve the “handler"/i employee, Not only is there no proof of this, 

' f 

(ey. isn,t even rational basis for suspecting ite 

‘| UN e- 

And, finally, after all the pretense that there was not a thing goond/ith de Mbhr- 
Tad | ue heh pi Schl twit dk da 

enschildt, after all the dirtiness of his writingy he admits eto then pooh}po: it 

and make on it was little more than a common colde But he has covered himself by the ad 

admission that is in the form of a quotation from “orald Posner's Me Case Closedé



He is dirty in misrepresenting the facts of the assassination and its investigations$1 

and he is dirty in dealing with peoples' privaye lives and reputationse
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p Here Nailer discloses what he is capable of in building ‘s series of phony cases 

that he then builds Yaeee phony booke The professional find of the experts at a fine 

teaching hospital's peychiatyie unit have, no value at ably not when he has that good ol '! 

boy of years past Sam Balidn, albeit {er ana, as his axents, | Bena without any medical 

education or training of any kind is what Mailer needs so he becomes, in Mailer's 

writing, tng /Aependable sourcee Not the psychiatrists who found de Mohrenschildy dé 

"psychotic" their treatment of him included “two months of intensvive sfhock therapy." 

Ad aftdér that deMohrenschildt was so out of contact with reality that "hz said he 

had been with Oswald the day of the assassination though he was actually with dozens of 

guests at the Bulgarian embassy in Haiti the day JFK was killed" means nothing at all 

wy the bankrupt Mailer when for his dishonest need in his dishonest book he cannot 

have daclichrensohilat as metally ill as he wase So, as is true throughout his bock, the 

LMU 

lies required for it to appear to be other than the ¥ it is become); real and the truth 

does not exist fo¥' Mailers. Not, of course, here alonees (yo ob fu / Toca ood bi lok. ,



pot Posner, picking up on this deterioration in De Mohrenschildt, 
does his best to render him permanently incompetent: 

gave his final [Epstein] interview. For nearly a year before his 
death, he was paranoid, fearful that the “FBI and Jewish 
mafia” were out to kill him. He twice tried to kill himself with 
drug overdoses, and another time cut his wrists and sub- 
merged himself in a bathtub. After he began waking in the 
middle of every iiight, screaming and beating himself, his 
wife finally committed him to Parkland Hospital psychiatric 
unit, where he was diagnosed as psychotic and given two 
months of intensive shock therapy. After his treatment he 
said he had been with Oswald on the day of the assassination, 
though he was actually with dozens of guests at the Bulgarian 
embassy in Haiti the day JFK was killed. Despite de Moren- 
schildt’s imbalance, Epstein and others still quote the final 
interview as though it were an uncontested fact.”? 

| pat Posner: ...de Mohrenschildt was quite mad by the time he 

De Morenschildt does not deserve the label “quite mad” at the 
time he gave his final interview. Once again, Posner is not includ- 
ing those sources who would indicate that De Mohrenschildt in 

J the last month of his life was depressed but not delusional. (pepe 76)) 

the / » 
, aner's. accw rt. is /third had Mailer's source for his deprecating of Posner's accurate repo 

ee ee ee 

hand rendering of the opinion of a man who had not seen de Nohrenschildt in years 

and later said, in effect, he looked pretty much as he always hade His source is 

7 Hetyetents tedtgon of what the House sssassinas committee said was Sam Rallen's opiniones 

eh — But if Mailer acknowledges the medical truth about de “ohrenschildt can he then 

iv nt 
say that he killed himself to avoid testimony that would expose him as Oswald's “handjer 

for the CIA, not because the persecutions were too much to contbnue to beare 
ra 

4 a 2 Mis ah © a 
~ The kind of writing is vile. There was no basis for “ailer's suspicion which was 

not his to begin with. But take that away and how much remains that he can ever pretend 

is of some value in his book? 

|(7no gives a damn about Lee Harvey Oswald other than as the official assassin? 

mo 4 of the people in the If he tas not that he was essentially no different than oy hod 

wR \ . 

\ y 
; 

Agent the same crooked trick/to slither into his assault on Oswald's widow's character 

« w His first "Volume" is titled "Oswald with marina in Minsk." The first Part of 

5 / that "Volume" is titled "The Adventures of Valya." Who is Valya? She is/ ferina' s aunte
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4 As nojred above, Mailer does not tell the reader how it came about that the KGB a 

a do hun) a fafloped vo ro 
i ee ml oa te hamden wp 

—~ Nor does he begin the book with the slightest mention of Oswald. Instead he lis 

othavs 
Aa about seme of Herina's faiplly d by the time he gets to the end his first chapter, titled: 

The 
"Volchuk," he sneaks in “seme irtjmess about Marina . He has Ker advising her aunt that 

on her ™ 
whth her husnband two-timing/she should two-time on him. (page 24) 

Source? None indicated, This by thelnan whoas we saw above criticized Posner for 

exactly thatym/t av ea Ynadlen aq nae qe 

Consistency is the hobgoblin of small minds? Meiler's mind is not gmalle 

As he wanders arouhd with a parthal story of oe laefectionf" “Baw to it ae 

was not a defection, playing Posner, so to speak Ne” just sneaks into the KGB giving him 

and him only what he wanted, what he neede fer this book fhat in the end was not enough 

for books 

All of a suff sudden, in his “art IIZ% chapter titted Tgor! he and the KGB are 

buddies and it is lyol ping nim. “atural as breathing, “eeds no explanations (Part tevee 

has a stacked title, "Oswald" sHiork" the top line and below ity "Oswald's Sweetheart.") 

So, what we would not oxpet at the beginning of the book, the beginning of his 

campaign against Marina, id wet there, and what for ahonest man writing an honest book 

  

Whar atone nad Ww ig 
Bea what should be there, hex + was possible Ws him to morte 

even think he could have a book after all the other assagsination and supposed assassi- 

nation books, the deal with tho @ KeB, is not theres 

Mailer's first words in one of these de Honrenschi lat chapters we discussed in 

the preceding chpater y his "The Well-born Firned Friend," are descriptive of his book, 

not of the mythologies essential to ite They are, 

wilt | "Tf der there is any place where a narrative of Oswald's life is bound to take 

‘fh ar Geductive anbiguity of a spy novel, it is with the entrance into Lee's affairs 

sot of “aron fi George Ye Nohrenschildtese" 

\s 
As we haveeens not a word of this is true. What is true in it is that Mailer 

“f{ describes his pregeftt project for what it really is, an inferior "spy novel 4 D/bO 1A
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S, fhe only real spying in it is the KGB's on Oswald. All the rest is imagined and it did 

not exist. Mailer 

161fols
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os [b 6 

| a tytn ay move 
_—— would not have even this shabby pretense Of Feat if it were not for the 

& "seductive anbiguity" of his ri¢ing. writing. 

| ‘yt The actuality is that Oswqld's life in “Minsk was essentially humax Even 

as “adler e ries to jasjax—jazx jazz it up i is dull. The only iMformation Mailer 

iY got about Oswald's life there be that has any possible ia Was not neWe 

I published it two decades earlicr and . + had a good, official sorce for what I wrote. 
OH 

The KGB was concerned that Oswald might be an American ae of some kinds ++ covered 

him like thee dew covers a pasture. It could se bn ety Osdald had the 

slightest interest in the kind of information a spy would go fore 45 baited him with 

the prospect of getting signéficant military information and he was totally indif- 

ferente fe ignored ies no interest at all in ite 

ob ree a with this his pbarertey, what remained for Mailer for_his Oswald in Minsk? 
i adel” Ma WN CPS rn briny MIN Lone Anorth whe 

() Of whatever investment had been made nk Lne KGB and the people Mailer paid for 4 
Ro Pome df 

interviews? pf which, naturally he makes no reference. Why let his readers know if (those 

he paid to talk tried to earn their money by “improving on truth and reality? 

oat remgin 4 is the "seductive ambiguity" of the spy novel that Mailer wrote and 

Sounazxzzfatzedz, only to find that jt failed. 

To spice that up, to relieve the humésiua-humsr humdrum of the dull aiid bor'ging 

(ty uvt im 

“evi Mailer resorted to sex, and for that he used, really misused, Marina. Whether 

ee poeple le led, in Minsk ( 38 "boring" is the word used in that daily New York Times 

£ or not he had some unmet expectation of getting something interesting, some kind of 

5 / confession, some hint that Oswal (daw kind of spy -whetever his Yason, whether or 

not vegeance, he goes after) her with g vengeance and with unrestrained, deliberate dis- 

b ibcusety Sind with a|little €rickery that he uses theeugjeut throughout this long book. 

Nowhere in it wxtk is there the, slightest eytbathy for or understanding of the 

truly agparate situation in wise conch herself when at 22, in a strange land and 

so utterly alone, with two young children, she became the widow of the man accused of 

assassinating the President of the United "tates. 

All the means she then had, another fact that in 828 pages Mailer could not mention



| «(kt 

by me its 28 pep, 
/ In all of this P00 Hailer does not once Off to marina as what she Was y another 

V victim of the assassination. 
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¢ and still have his Oswald mythology, is the less than $200 he left for her to iix 

    

buy a Washing machine x py sifo she would not have to wash the diapers by 

hund when as they planned they had their own apartment. 

      
    

    

   

How — he, speaking only a few words of EngJish and without any skill she could 

use in getting a job ‘to survive and to care for those two infants? 

How many young women have ever faced such daunting, terrifying straits @ so 

alone and still manage@ to survive and to @re for her infant aff/to raise and educate -* 

— | Asia gual 
80 as they have they could lead successful/ careers of their own? pibanimsboie 

s had no appeal for the successful novelist writing what he virtends is(nonfiction 

and an account of the lives of Marina and anid de who me monte tn of bey 4] (les. 

What did appeal to him was slandering 1 n she was a grandmother with five xga 

grandchildren as an insatiabife sex vila Aico and doing that with what he kam 

not only knew was lies in which he featured a liar who had trouble telling the truth 

ba OVE un / 
even by accident but in which the proof that it was 1163 Sethe phokee Aron what*he used 

of what those he paid to be intervjewed sakt, od rMtra told Ar 

Scattering this as he does imongnONs the book helps the réader not detect it. 

- Shame, as we sec, is an e Aion as foreign to Mailer as is decency. 01 (~Wi¢Ar Javon 

| (hedter does vor enh to the long statement “arina wrote in longkand in Russian when 

    

    

  

   

she as held caittive, refer ed te as for her "protecthon," by the ‘Secret Service, until 

until after her complaint to Commission chairman Barl Warren when she testified she was 

turhed freee era Mailer mention her months of captivity and of the isolation 
iw ¢ Yn 7 

that meants ar M's “orina referred to their plans for getting an apartment and the purpose 

for which Lee lef? Mes han moneye The reason is obvious: he would not have Leff that money 

for a lal washing machine if he had expected any need for money for flight.) 

(pages 155-64 
He oozes into the slime of his Part IV, "Marina! s frie > Marinas 1 Loves »" with 

his two-page chapter bearing the names of two young women with whom marina worked at the 

% hospital in Minsk, " Yanina and Sonia." (pages 135-6)Chapter 2 is “tedehbors." (paged B8ee) 

Then comes "Larisaay pages 145-6] "Mischa" is chapter 4. (Pages 147-8) Chapters 5,6 and 

t dt 
7T¢ "Leonid,'""Inessa", anKostia, the latter the only one taking more than a single page,
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A f 

4} Chaoter 8 is the only one with more than a first name. It is "Yuri Mereghinsky, '/ pages 

[ of | 
154f£f,, The ninth chester in this "part" of such prdit chapters as of a single page, is 

"anatoly(pages 159-64) 

For all of this “ailer has ¥but a single source notej# ,in "Anatoly." &nd then, this 

bei 

b6 Mad lors concept of responsible nonfiction writing so eulogized by so many reviewers by 

Mn , 
Q Out single 0 Wake is at least second hand tethe pook he refers to, Ch Iowa 

IAKSXK Like a prosecutor building a case by pretfnding impartiality, ihos/with 
A “Mena; 4 

the exp¥essed liking anfi rdspec and Simia/ They spoke(“not without Loves," 

‘| aailer sayse o does quote Yanina as saying that fbrina's backward stepfather shouted 

Ct 

"whore " at ber when she was /a sing and when as Yanina said that was not at all truee 

4 So Mailer sneaks that suggestion inthat UML, Lapofud, Com Hg Mads amet of qnycten 

He sneaks a little more suggesting that te let her afford what gla. q tM 

could not when they all got the same wages: somehow Marina had better dresses and look ed 

better than they. There was an obvious reason for “arina having a little more money than 

they#/she had no rent to pay and(also ate without cost with her uncle and aunte 

But sneaky, dirty Mailer sneaks thkeo dishonest suggestions in at the very pages. 

beginning of this Part. "\nartnas Frum, Inarina L vee 

Yn 7 bughbors" he digresses into unrelated family histories that are not 

connected with Marinae hy J book aul [hi uy ALL) pedkay Leaf Te ° 

Slipsliding more prejudice in Mailer next says that when Marina went to live with 

her uncle and aunt in 1959, "New problems came with her." He does not note in his supposed 

account of “arina and Lee that four years later, only four years later, she was a widow 

at 22 ina strflge land and with two infant girls to keep and raise, beginning with 

less than $200 for all she had in the world, She then was utterly alone on the other #» 

side of the world and without any means of making a living. Perhaps “ailer does not 

nention this ,because it is inconsistent with what he is edging to allege about here WU di hee, 

Hi pu) al Cany with hud, le mepee , 
He next does that by suggesting that her agpnt Valya did not rust//arina to go 

a coucedn 

in alone and wanted Larissa with her. That is so musval)for a Z eft of 187 Wd, Uf 
4 Lom Aap vf Die bey eu yrury bp? ct | 

} Mailer's next provocative suggestion is that “a¥ina had an entirely undescribed
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Gh / That happened to a male causi gh of mine but not until his first year in medical 

school. It was not ré@ally that unheardof, in Minsk or anywhere else.
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4 (Of French ancestry and from New Orleans, Sidney's name was Bechet. He was worldfamous 

in Mailer's youth and in mine.)
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4 dy cy 

b/ _tecttimanet "intimacy" with Leonid, albeit Cintermittyebly for five to six meétn C meen months. 

Leonid "never calls" that undeseribed but highly suggestive “intimacy" as Mailer quotes 

4 him as od "on affair." 

What was it then? Why does Mailer hixcand suggest and not say what he means when 

4 he soon gets explicit enough? 

; as LH aultr 
The only possibility is that it was not anything like what ge infers and xhuste 

a . 

thus can resfrt only to tricky, dirty writing to give it a meaning he wants the 

reader to take from it hat ot does not havee 
Ladera ot is 2 

Inessa-geve/Vpiler' sfprize "witness" who is really a pride package in saying that 

Marina" “had naturally bright lips." She said Marina's lips were gee ot art lips with 

no makeup #- je€ just naturally bright lipse'(page 150) 

With quoting Kostya as saying he and Marina psf sex (page 153) Mailer has done 

oa, © sugeet prejudicial suggesting he ne builds his prosecution-type indictment 

up to hig-star 1 witness, Yurd Merezhinskye (euly hus vl ableyth ‘tng. 

Neither Marina nor any other of these Russian teenagers with a few young adults, 

even with, ee ae treatment of them, appears to differ in any major way 

from their peers siege) the entire western world except in their cultural interestse 

Except that as comAbred with their peers in, this country a higher precentage of them were 

familiar with and Liked/the classics in ae USO, V6 Tauch, most of them. 

They hyd some of the same hangupse glarissa, for exat-example, longed to become a 

  

doctor. “She MANX AX BO did well in school, but then in th grade dis= 

  

cpyered that she chuld not look at blood." {page 145) / | Dh joe 

Mischa told Mailer that he and his friend like to ‘listen to Bach, “rokofbev" and 

other classical composer, as did others of that group, and they also like classical Ameri~ 

@an jazz. He mentioned 4, "( jouis) Armstrong, Sidney Becket(sic) Aenny)Goodman, Bing 

@roshy, Frank Sinatra." (page “448) / b / BAM 

— —_—_— 

For most of them as teenagers living under infinitively more d#ec difficult conditions 

| the worst he can say of them, farina included, is that their behavior, their personal
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QBxr dniphfdy t 
[' J (Phat was Phony eeLidepromsiLon by Yuri and it is phbiny for Mailer to emshsise 

it , to give this false self-portrait of ‘uri at the outset, to influence the reader 

4 aS t - 7 oe 
that way with what he knew was £a%eefalse. Buf - the reporter in Mailer, and that is how 

he began srs ago, recognized how that could form the readera™ minds they way he wanted 

a 
so he not only began? that way, he repe¢ted those gsame word a dozen lines late’. Yuri 

is anything but selfUdeprecating, he knew it, he knew he was pretending and he was 

lucky, Mailer loved it? 

Meztesgtkeuzga
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Net, at least as Mailer presents it next, Yuri is abused, a much-abused man " 
beginning as a child child and by his "cream of society"parents:
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conduct, was/at least as socially acceptable as was his when he was a grown man and 

a professional’ successe 

/ ‘ 

Wyth all the hinting, he can cook up he fenally gets to his "Yuri Merezhinsky" 

op chapter (page 154) He begin its, perhaps intending to build sympathy for a man much 

  

in need of it and deserving none ing to hin as 
<— yr H ps e 

fe 
W¢ jé a handsome man of about fifty and may once have been as : 

» , good-looking as a movie star. But now, hé is: avaged by illness and) 

‘his shoulders are hunched. To meet his,interviewers, he has come 
from a hospital several hundred kilometers away, and has been 
drinking all day; at night, he is still drinking with the harsh pride 

_,.{ ofa Russian who measures his prowess by the slugs of vodka he 
can continue to mix with powerful emotions. “ 

He then quotes Yuri as saying @ ng story will be very hoynings not interesting" 

UAk_xa 
#when to lailer it is the exact opposite. WYuro fhe then quotéey saying what is tructs, 

[boa : 
—  ¢r + [can tell you this should be called ‘Story of Children 

Y Who Come from Cream of Society.’ My father was a great seign- 

7 ist; he became part of our Soviet scientific history. My mother, 

   

  

o
 

¢ ‘ the same—Honorable Scientist of Byelorussian Republic. Imme- 

diately after Gagarin was launched into space on Sputnik, my 

} mother was interviewed, my. father was interviewed, / was inter- 

® iewed.” / i ob viewe 

WE Yuri had complaints about everything, especially about his parents. They wefe, 

as he and Mailer Nay, eminences of science, His mother was part of a delegation to the 

\N with Khruschev. 

Yuri then goes into when he met Marina. That was at a dance after a lecture by his 

mother and in the same bui.ded.gy Again using those suggestiton word 0 indispensible 

66 jo dishonest writer Mailer quotes him as say of marina, "I knew her before, + knew her 

after," when in fact that was el he first met her. Mailer never says whowas 

doing the interviewing, whether it was he or was Schiller, He Se "Interviewer" 

in the transcriots he usesg
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[ i Young and vigorous boys tired of sex? Not just perhags an individual one but the 

entire "group" of tyeii? them? All tired of sex, all bored by it, all at the same time? 

What made those Minsker boys andi young men sp different from all of their age 

almost anywhere in the world? Than anal fehl n World War If So many of 

raped their way ross Eusope? Is that how Master (ae at Yuri's age? 
If used 

// 4 ifailer believed anything Yuri said after that itwas not because he believed it! 

   

  

——a 

It atse is “ibe hat vhonoit Yuri. tripped Minch, in a lie Schiller/lailer let 

b thet 4 
py get away with ay. d iigiler yas so degparate a what to could ° his hy 

against mecdns when this was so eee used it anyway. 1 ey correct i 

pbh-hie underdtandieeeet what he could get wa aly with with his publisher and with the 

| ae ee 

coming rex reviewers of his coming book .
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fi Knowing that it is a lie, as have seen but with it nonetheless a rather convenient 

lead into p vane on arina's character when she was still a teenager, here 

is how “agiler worked his t¥enscripts over to begin with a relatively slight criticism 

of Horina. \ihy he asked this question, whichever the interviewer Was, is’ kee aause for 

wonder because they knew from Inessa that as a girl ,arina had naturally bright lips 
Zz 

with no makeup at all@, 

“\ INTERVIEWER: Was she wearing lipstick? 
eS aD 

YURI MEREZHINSKY: She painted her lips all of the time, 

Lid INT: All the time? y 
¥ 

: YM: Yes. 7 
a 

INT: That’s interesting, because the word we get is that she never 
used lipstick. , 

ya: She was very < attractive. Effective. 

INT: How long had you known her then? 

ym: It doesn’t matter—one day, two days, a year—I knew her long 
enough to know who was who. She was a woman, not a girl. Nota 

_ young woman. She was older: We were tired of her in sex. 

INT: Tired of her in sex? We? Let’s be precise here. 

ym: I don’t know about other people. I can talk only about myself. 

I never went with her to bed. But I could sleep with her even ona 

taircase. 
‘Cant. ms (sages-155=6)— 

o Hgiler, world-class geats-e—te teats~and—tussie wnitte and to his worldsclass 

interviewer there is no contradiction between hes=ér Yuri saying that he "knew" Sgr. 

  

ina and had sex with her until, and he here includes his Trienda, "We were tired of her 

in\’ox" and then, when asked to be “$Beeede, "precise" responded that "I never welt to 

bed with him her ? 

Obviously both cannot be true and equally obviously Mailer used it after Tgeat 

Yuri at the least contradicted eld. Not only was Mailer unfazed by this but he liked 

ee get selfQcontradiction so much he also used it uncritically. I ead nothing in 

“Tis follows, what I quoted above: 

INT: You say you had her any way you wanted? 
YM: Yes, sure. 

INT: Your friends had her? 

YM: Sure. 

INT: For certair ; 6), 

YM: Sure, | ‘p wy { SO aitete
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Yet Mailer does not report asking his KGB chums who were so ansious to provide 

him with what he wanted to titillate those X-rated minds to which “or s kind of wwiting 

he appeals. Surely xkex when ine Zare him their transripts of theta eawendeonsine on 

Mberina and coma Ghee they were in bed they would not have been reluctant to provide= 

if it existed - any confirmation of what go interested ¢hem Schiller and Mailer from 

their own selections of their own interrogationse
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i% sp Here Maile a B ee he fous) ur will contradict) fron Ne“Z1lan's boo 

n (oj fv Mem ‘b[a4 — 

e has nb oitatd ont ei Ton from even the Mailer we have been looking, at, gz OW 

really low one beginning with Lori! s volunteering of it 

7 
| ym: She was sent out from Leningrad in twenty-four hours for pros- 

titution with a foreigner, and she came to Minsk. 

INT: For Pprosinntiets Literally? 

YM: With a foreigner. Then,she ne) to Minsk. Because she had an 

uncle here. She was lucky, pope: sb 

  

‘tat alleged. "luck" was as “urd put it not. being dont to a labor camps 4 fu age 

Remember, the KGB was giving Schiller and Mailer access to their files. Whenmigutes 

Oswald was sent to y “insk the KGB there was alerted to the possibility ho/ presented a 

| ? danger to the Soviet ion. They spoil on him all the time. The mew who herent out 

with and the nature of their relations, And if Oswald had become dae hh the ean 
u ? / 

uri makes ‘ina out to be, can it possibly bobelieved that the KGB would not have 
7. 

Una a eel Of course it ae hee bed it cannot be beliebéd that Mailer 

was not \ware of thate | 1 te? A 

Note in what is nant quoted that when Mailer makes a pretense of se proof, of 

asting Furi for his source Yuri first, having se-horribly made these @llegations against 

Phvina first claims he should not answer because the answer would be so "intimate" and 

then when he agrees to answer does Not and Schiller/ailer are satisfied with that: 

OY INT: Who told you she was a prostitute in Leningrad? 

yM: You ask a question which I consider very intimate. 

\ INT: Let me ask it in a different way. 

YM: No, it was as right question to ask, She came here with four other 
people were sent out of Leningrad together. She was in 

dy group. Two o young men, two women. And her uncle worked for 
Ministry of Internal Affairs, MVD, that’s why she was privileged to 
come to Minsk and not 101 Kilometers. What it means, 101 Kilo- 

meters, you have to cut trees in forest. 

INT: A labor camp? [ "pg 16b ) 

  



    

YM: Job for prostitutes and people who dan’t work. You were sent 
| out of big cities to work, hard labor. At that time, anybody could 

be accused of any type of prostitution 7 : ‘ - { ) ype oF Prostitution. CYAN ST 
Being a pharmacost apparently was not work to Yuri et al or, if Mbeina was not 

yet a pharmactist, they had no Tee ahout jher being trusted by the Soviets if she 

Yur g 

had the record Kari attributes to hers - ite gotten past that fabled Schiller diligence 

CE 
as that "wovld-class" Lintervicwer")the media /gtouted hin, Noiler's fabjabous 

~S reputation as a “reporter? including getting a Pulitzer for his writing of the gary 
2 

Gary Gilmore story, because he never did answer. 

Bad enough as it is to this pobnte Nailer uses Yuri to make it worse, inyoingly 

co) 
wogrse > 

. 

\ T~ ? Now, said Yuri, there was a problem—he and his group, he 

| would say, were fed up with Marina. They didn’t know how to get 

rid of her. She was good at sex, but when a woman is always with 

Ly her legs spread, sometimes you resent it. She never worried about 

he anything like reputation, ( eoge (57) ) . ; 

oN 
It is not odd that Yuri, bent for whatever reason. om character assassintion, was 

encouraged to pile his defamations on but it surely is odd that not a single one of the 

ma Mailer and Schiller interviewed said anything like this at all. Most portrayed 

LW wots 

/Merina s as a fine and caring person. Whes 

A 

uri vasqesked"how she could conceal her 

\W/ 
reputatyon" if it\as as he says ead once again those remon interrogaters let him add 

more insWlts and not respond in any ways 

_ eee . 
| It was asked how she could conceal her reputation. Alter she 

wld inet Lee at this dance, how did she manage that? 

Yuri: “You know, we are now three men here in this room, okay? 

Then a woman comes. Then a fourth fellow comes who is getting 

interested in some woman. You don’t tell this new guy, ‘Man, you 

know, I fucked her in different positions so many times...’ You 

don’t pass this information. Sasha was the only one who was not 

her lover. Sasha was ready to marry her. He was in love up tg his 

| ears. Everybody fucked her but Sasha.” 1 boty Z, j v7 ) 

eet ' 

“osjer had interviewed all those others in Yuri's "group" without 

getting any confirmation of all this slop from Yuri and of course Mailer Imew thate 

x I+ did nod discouvage him from repeating what Yuri said and worse, treating it as solid, 

\ factual, depenable information when he Inew it was not that at all.
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i" But as Mailer should imow and Random House's lawyors do know for @& "public figure," 

which “avina could be alleged 0 have become wibhout doing a thing 2k be one, to 

sue successfully for libel, she has to establish “malice’, and the courts have held, 

as they did in the case liark “ane handled for Willis Carto, his Liberty Fobby and his 

\ 
weckl  Rpotlicht, if the writer has a source, no matter how undependable a source, and , 

\ 

M } quote:. that sorce accurately, there is no riper wdln the hduar aur consoling dbbelsoMs 

A, That is how Mexic bane wong for thoge extremists pf the farout~right when they were 

\ £ teat 

  

i 

sued by former CIA spook and Watergate conspi atore the articty Another former CIA 

afnbs a “archetti write, could hardly have been more libellpus, more grossly 

inaccurate and indeed impossible, but Marchetti had those sex Soruces, he repeated 

whet they had said and he got away with really vicious libel in charging hat Hunt 

was part of the bonspiracy that killed the Presidente 

There was nothing too imopssiblé for Yuri to sgy and for Pbiler to repeat se 

says-vexrbetia if it in any may maligned Morinae This is what follows: 

Aven i} Marina, he told them, had access in her pharmacy to grain alco- 
hol. Yuri didn’t want to boast, but he could say that, as a man, he sat- 
istied all women, and Marina brought him bottles, big bottles of 
alcohol, from her pharmacy. (P 40/5" ) 

Whatever Yo may have meant by "big gemini (Att this coltey atekel aicohol for 

medical medicinal purposes comes in "bottles" that are quite large and quite heavye 

They would have been impossible tto oe of course, that natin ha was willing: 

tp risk the gulaks to JSiteal alcohol for ‘urd. But if it was & as Sam shall a vibtle as 

(of — 
what here is a quart, small a exftl and woman‘#& she ps-in-partibeutar , how easy would 

mM 
have beento hide that (and. not get caught? And to r¥n that risk regularly and not expect 

the shrinkage of that stock to be notited when it was not-ccounted for? 

5 : aaa 24. 7 2 Le, : 
Es pecially, if as yr “ailer next quote Yuri sa as saying, men were waitig in line 

if she had wanted ones — 

Asked about Lee, Yuri said he wanted to explain. “We are one win ~~} 
team, and we are ten people, and we have one, two, three, ten 

women, and they are all very beautiful. They are always just 
— between us, touching us. And everybody on our team is fucking 

these women. At one o’clock she’s fucking one, then another



ay 

- 17 \ — | 
k h one—we all know it. It is not a secret. And we are tired of these 

f | 

women. We are bored by them.” 
So why did Lee become serious about her? 

/ Yuri replied: “Every woman has her own raisin.” a 

“ (pages 1578) 7 
classers : 

Those world-catisexs Anterviewed Kosta Bondarin: 

  

  

  

He knows Yuri would say that he slept with her, but Kostya is not 
sure it happened. The fact is that Anatoly — did etme Teiyn 
mate contact wit th her. That n Kostya olya 

was a serious man and, unlike Yuri, would never Se eee to others 
about an affair. Yuri, after all, was the san x ¢ 

teen, and so he would aE Beee more ekelyto say, “Well, I got 
fucked, I really got fucked,” but in this situation, Kostya didn’t 
believe him. Tolya and Marina really had it for each other, and he 
doesn’t believe she oe have allowed Yurka to get into the mid- 

dle of that. [? “ Gk. 

Mailer concludes his =H Yor Nerezhinsky ‘Spates with these words, his own, 

    
not attributed to anone: 

Peal "Tt could waxiitx all be x grossly exaggerated. Hasily, it could be exaggerated." 

But did that discourage him when he felt the need to malign the au inothe oO 

save the book his greed a==* Was not enough to get him? 

All of this is at least 4 can be at the least "erossly exaggerated" and he could 

bring himself to write it and then submit it for publication and then hit the promotions 

trein to draw even more attention to it? Ibhicn sid/acan, of course, to sed more copies 

of it? 

Not a bit too soon Mailer ends this Part with his \"anatoly" chapters (pages 159— 

64) 

MWatoly was a medical student when he mer met Marina. "His first memory of “arina 

is of a very, very # Pleasant ¥voman and he still remembers her that waye «ee she never 

insulted him and he never insulted her. eeehe likes kind-hearted women and modest girls." 

(page 159) 

"At his Medical Institute (lMailer's words) 2 there were more girls than men, so 

es 

( (; male stulents usually fmwmcba had a large choice." (page 160)
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b Qy "Speaking of Harina," again Mailer's woryas, "he cannot say anything bade She was just 

a simple girl, yrexy simple, ext ordinary, positives e.«eAll he can remember is thet there 
ber / 

* : a 
was nothing negative front side to hise" (pages 160—1} 

Anatoly proposed to Marina but on her uncle's advice tgr“arina decided not to 

ib
s 

“hays r Wes aaa eae. * 
r iad any man with no moneyxysxmkie and, even more important, no gpartment." 

—_—_—- 

Anatoly does not even remember Marina's kisses. (page 161) 

11 "He also does not renenberyihat Sheillerfmailer keep going back to without éver 

consulting their cooperative KGB chuns\'any thing negatibé about “arina"” and Moboay ever 

said to him that patina had some history in Leningrade" (page 162) These are “giler's 

own wordse So also are these, the last I quote from this disgusting Part: 

Anatoly told him "they didn,t hav sex." (page 162) 

But Mailer, like the smut-merchant he is, doositt let go of this. (sé 2 next Bart, 

V, bexkuxx titled "Y Courtship and Marriage" (pages 167 ff), begins with the chapter 

he titled "Alike" That was teal, nickname in the soviet Union. Mailer ‘g does not get 

far into it when he uses their interviews with Marina. f es arter vebenntia from 

Selarus. And, it gems, al//Schiller and “ailervere interested in is sex. (Page 169) 

What follows is from the middle of the next page: 

She didn’t want to talk about her experiences. Catherine the 

wlll Great had lots of lovers and was considered okay; that did not mean 

Marina had lots—she was not saying that. She just didn’t want to 

( talk about sex. Everybody was looking for bad; then they, trash you. 

It wasn’t that she’d done something she was ashamed of, nothing 

horribly wrong, but she knew when she first came to Minsk that 

maybeahe needed advice. Because she was not that experienced. 

Maybe men thought she was something that she was not. 

She talked to her friend Misha Smolsky, who had never laid a fin- 

i ger on her. They were friendly, just friends. He said, “Come on, I 

| won’t touch you. You’re not Anita Ekberg.” That said it all. He told 

her: “Marina, there’s a guy spreading gossip around that you're 

sleeping with him. Is it true or not?” She told him, “Misha, I’m ask- 

ing you what can I do if I have nothing to hide? I cannot defend 

myself door to door if a guy is lying.” 

So Misha said, “I cannot punch him in the nose, because it is 

not my business”’—meaning she was not his girl—“but I’m going 

to tell him it is baloney.” 

She did not know why Merezhinsky—if that was the guy, Yuri 

Merezhinsky— tallies her that way. Maybe it was because he 

I was always drunk and liked to make a fuss. Maybe it was rejection. 

Nas this the person that Misha was talking about? She felt humili- 

ated in front of all the world.



i How did she feel after what “ailer as doing to her? 

\ 
. | / ot 

Pagein, Hf. this is Mailer's paraphrase of what she said, "Now her mopuhatente t 

like ugly cfothing, smelly, that she was condemned to wear." ail, 

/ yy WY. 

4 Had ler begins Chapter 3 o® this part * epeating that sume Leningrad rumor with no 
[ 

4 

~ . . rad ha: 

Bowene indicatede toatfis not unusual for these skhap Parts. This one of 25 pages has 

oNLy three citations of any source at all. 

a e s 

“siler persists for several pages and then tka thisfon page 1823 

—— 
dll : ; M: I never once in my life was paid money. 

INT: I’m sure you weren’t. 
pure M: I was looking for love in some wrong places and sometimes I 

had to pay for that. [actually was raped by a foreigner. 

INT: What? 

M: I mean, I was trapped in a room. He locked the door. And you 
know how they have those dezhurnayas that sit over there in the 
hallways of hotels holding keys for people who are out? I couldn’t 
scream. I thought, what would this woman think of me? So I fought 
this man. He finally threw me against him. He said, “Well if I knew 

you were a virgin, I would not have touched you.” ... Lee didn’t 
ask me, but on my wedding night, I pretended. I was terrified, I 
said to myself, When night comes, what am I going to do? I mean, 
what? It’s a clean-cut life from now on. I want to be serious, and I 
was terrified. But Lee did not ask me. 

Te + ___} 

jy las not a virgi 1 is the basia Inessa knew of //farina's concern because she was not a virgin and that is + 

for the Schiller/Mailer questioning. 

In Mailer's own word she told them off, Living put up woth it for five ays: 

we 

. . . . , 
wld INTERVIEWER: One person responded to a question by saying: You're 

right, she wasn’t a virgin on her wedding night. She was worried 
that Lee would find out, and she went to the pharmacy and got 
something. She was protecting her marriage. 

MARINA: Okay. 

INT: That’s exactly what was said. : 

M: Okay. It’s true. So? So you are a sex pervert to spend five Gays 

to get somebody to talk about subject like this... I mean, isn’t it 
enough? 

—— = * 

Li i j astensi ssassination This and more like it, mind you, in a book astensibly about the ssz a iB 

_ Wale 
of the President as Mailer seeks to prove what he "decided 1 fehe evidence
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a 
yg because, nang bee that Goodman report on Mailer's days at Penn, he said, and omi~ 

seient as he who, who dares dispute him? the evidence itself is "EBERe "impenetrable." 

* s | 

ko i Oswald did not know could posed bese a factor in Mailer's "basic 

question" for which he leat to Belarus neckiney proof that Oswald:as the assassin from 

ib hisylife in the Soviet Union Xpage 315)) 
a 

A Of course it has no relevancee None at all! As ig also wOuld not have had from he 

{ poppycoke that did not originate with him, that @swald killed JFK, for whom he had great 

respect an admixation, to become a famous man therebys 

That is the most amateurish of the amateurish-sh amateur shrinkery of the supporters 

of the offticail theory of the ssassination - and little understood as it is, it is only 

a theorye 

But pMeiler vas apparently lost enoug) in his allg-consuming ego and his sense of 

his own omnipotence and onmniscience, that he a went for and had t{atn in this sillness 

that would g& disgadisgrace a reasonable intelligent high-school child. 

These are the words of the twice-"ulitzered Mailer as he ends his Part VIII of his 

first volume: 

Ls 

| of By the logic of our narrative, we have just come to the end of Vol- 

/ | ume One. It is obvious that penrncloeasial we have leagned about 

H, WH | Oswald in Russia is not enough to answer ou sic question. For 

a that we will have to follow his adventures in America. The changes 

[we in Oswald's life have already been large and abrupt, and now we 

Wt will have to accompany him on future adventures in Fort Worth, 

Dallas, New Orleans, Mexico City, Dealey Plaza, and the Dallas city 

jail. Since we have gone from Russia to America with a minimum 

‘of Ceremony, and have just taken a quick visit back, perhaps we 

can obtain a more satisfactory farewell by observing the reactions 

of Oswald's friends and acquaintances in Minsk after they encoun- 

tered the news of Kennedy’s assassination. [ rVle 21% ral 
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Xl) “aS DIRTY AS ANYTHING I CAN REMEMBER! 

Mailer's writing in this book is as dirty as anything I can remember. 

Cunningly, professionally, intendedly, dirty. It is worse, much worse, than a 

few reviewers say in referring to how he "conjectures" so much. He does that, 

but he does more. He is dirty in misrepresenting the facts of the assassination 

and its investigations and he is dirty in dealing with peoples' private lives 

and reputations. He begins with suggestions, various kinds of hints, even deni- 

als of what he is saying but falls short of saying literally. Over his 828 pages 

he says what he wants to say about those he wants to defame and does defame. 

He builds cases he knows are false and presents them as true. 

We saw some of this in his abuse of de Mohrenschildt, but in the course 

of the parts of his book dealing with de Mohrenschildt, in those two chapters 

addressed in the preceding chapter and elsewhere, he intends to leave no doubt 

in the reader's mind that de Mohrenschildt was a CIA employee. He falls short 

of saying that but only the most cautious reader making a careful reading will 

not get that impression, will not believe that during the time he knew Oswald 

de Mohrenschildt was working for the CIA and not as an occasional contact or 

source, as an employee. 

Mailer waits until he gets to the very end to make this excplicit. With- 

out adding any evidence, even any reason to believe it at all. He wants it to 

be so it is. 

The first chapter of his last part, VIII, Mailer titles "The Punishment 

of Hosty and the Death of the Handler." That the two are in no way related is 

minor, but in referring to de Mohrenschildt as Oswald's "handler" Mailer is | 

saying that de Mohrenschildt was a CIA employee who "handled" its spy Oswald. end a\ 

No "handler" is some occasional Tom, Dick or Harry picked up without be- 

ing known and then controlled thoroughly. As Oswald's “handler" de Mohrenschildt



had to be a CIA employee. Not only is there no proof of this, there is not 

even a rational basis for suspecting it. 

And, finally, after all the pretense that there was not a thing wrong with 

de Mohrenschildt, after all the diritiness of his writing, at the end he admits 

de Mohrenschildt was sick only to then pooh-pooh it and make on it was little 

more than a common cold. But he has covered himself by the admission that is 

in the form of a quotation from Gerald Posner's Case Closed: 

of Posner, picking up on this deterioration in De Mohrenschildt, C-> 
does his best to render him permanently incomppetent: 

Posner: ... de Mohrenschildt was quite mad by the time he gave 

his final [Epstein] interview. For nearly a year before his 
death, he was paranoid, fearful that the "FBI and Jewish mafia" 

were out to kill him. He twice tried to kill himself with drug 

overdoses, and another time cut his wrists and submerged him- 

self in a bathtub. After he began waking in the middle of every 

night, screaming and beating himself, his wife finally committed 

him to Parkland Hospital psychiatric unit, where he was diagnosed 

as psychotic and given two months of intensive shock therapy. 

After his treatment, he said he had been with Oswald on the day 

of the assassination, though he was actually with dozens of guests 

at the Bulgarian embassy in Haiti the day JFK was killed. Despite 

de Morenschildt's imbalance, Epstein and others still quote the 

final interview as though it were an uncontested fact." 

De Mohrenschildt does not deserve the label "quite mad" at the 

time he gave his final interviews. Once again, Posner is not includ- 

ing those sources who would indicate that De Mohrenschildt in the 

last months of his life was depressed but not delusional. (page 767) 

Mailer's source for his deprecating of Posner's accurate ~report is the 

third-hand rendering of the opinion of a man who had not seen de Mohrenschildt 

in years and later said, in effect, he looked pretty much as he always had. 

His source is McMillan's version of what the House assassins committee said was e@xwA 

Zit 
Sam Ballen's opinion. 

Here Mailer discloses what he is capable of in building his series of 

phony cases that he then builds into a phony book. The professional findings 

of the experts at a fine teaching hospital's psychiatric unit have no value at 

all, not when he has that good ol' boy of years past, Sam Ballen, albeit third- 

hand » as his "expert." Ballen, without any medical education or training of 

any kind, is what Mailer needs so he becomes, in Mailer's writing, the only



dependable source. Not the psychiatrists who found de Mohrenschildt so "psy- 

chotic" their treatment of him included "two months of intensive shock therapy." 

And after that de Mohrenschildt was so out of contact with reality that 

"he said he had been with Oswald the day of the assassination though he was 

actually with dozens of guests at the Bulgarian embassy in Haiti the day JFK 

was killed" means nothing at all to the bankrupt Mailer when for his dishonest 

need in his dishonest book he cannot have de Mohrenschildt as mentally ill as 

he was. So, as is true throughout his book, the lies required for it to appear 

to be other than the fraud it is become real and the truth does not exist for 

Mailer. Not, of course, here alone. This is true throughout his book. 

If Mailer acknowledges the medical truth about de Mohrenschildt, can he 

then say that he killed himself to avoid testimony that owuld expose him as MM 

Oswald's "handler" for the CIA, not because the persecutions were too much to 

continue to bear? 

This kind of writing is vile. There was no basis for Mailer's suspicion 

which was not his to begin with. But take that away and how much remains that 

he can ever pretend is of some value in his book? 

Who gives a damn about Lee Harvey Oswald other than as the official 

assassin? cud AIS 

It he was not that he was essentially no different than most of the people 

in the country, and that is no excuse for a book allegedly about him--which it 

isn't even that. Mailer uses the same crooked trickery to slither into his 

assault on Oswald's widow's character. 

His first "Volume" is titled "Oswald with Marine in Minsk." The first 

Part of that "Volume" is titled "The Adventures of Valya." Who is Valya? She 

is Marina's aunt. 

As noted above, Mailer does not tell the reader how it came about that 

the KGB opened its files, at least some of them, to him and talked to him. How 

that happened is not important. Chit-chat about Marina's relatives and friends 

of 30 years ago, that is what is important.



Nor does he begin the book with the slightest mention of Oswald. Instead, 

he talks about others of Marina's family andby the time he gets to the end of 

his first chapter, titled "Volchuk," he sneaks in the first of his dirtiness 

about Marina. He has her advising her aunt that with her husband two-timing 

on her she should two-time on him. (page 24) 

Source? None indicated. This by the man who, as we saw above, criticized 

Posner for exactly that, not sourcing - as MaileLt imagined it. 

Consistency is the hobgoblin of small minds? Mailer's mind is not small. 

As he wanders around with a partial story of Oswald's "defection" thie 

Oswald saw to it was not a defection, playing Posner, so to speak, Mailer just 

sneaks into the KGB giving him and him only what he wanted what he needs for 

this book that in the end was not enough for a book. 

All of a sudden, in his Part III chapter titled "Igor," he and the KGB 

are paddies and it is helping him. Natural as breathing. Needs no explanation. 

(Part III has a stacked title, "Oswald's Work" the top line and below it 

"Oswald's Sweetheart.") 

So what we would not expect at the beginning of the book, the beginning oud 

of his campaign against Marina, is not there, and what for an honest man writing 2149 

an honest book what should be there, what alone made it possible for him to even 

think he could have a book after all the other assassination and supposed 

assassination books, the deal with the KGB, is not there. 

Mailer's first words in one of his de Mohrenschildt chapters we discussed 

in the preceding chapter, his "The Well-born Friend," are descriptive of his 

book, not of the mythologies essential to it. They are 

"If there is any place where a narrative of Oswald's life is 

bound to take on the seductive ambiguity of a spy novel, it is with 

the entrance into Lee's affairs of Baron George De Mohrenschildt...." 

As we have seen, not a word of this is true. What is true in it is that 

Mailer describes his project for what it really is, an inferior "spy novel."



The only real spying in it is the KGB's on Oswald. All the rest is imagined and 

it did not exist. Mailer would not have even this shabby pretense of even a spy 

novel were it not for the "seductive ambiguity" of his writing. 

The actuality is that Oswald's life in Minsk was essentially humdrum. 

Even as Mailer tries to jazz it up it is dull. The only information Mailer got 

about Oswald's life there that has any possible significance was not new. I pub- 
lic f[ 2 tre 

i 7 . c 

lished it two decades earlier and I had a good, official source for what I wrote, 

The KGB was concerned that Oswald might be an American spy of some kind. 

It covered him like dew covers a pasture. ‘It could find not even a suspicion 

that Oswald had the slightest interest in the kind of information a spy would go 

for. It baited him with the prospect of getting Significant military informa- 

tion and he was totally indifferent. He ignored it. He had no interest at all 

in it. 

So, faced with this bankruptcy, what remained for Mailer for his @swajd 

in Minsk? end lo 
Of what his and Schiller's cpsts fr living there for six months were? 

Of whatever investment had been made with the KGB and the people Mailer 

paid for interviews? To which, naturally, he makes no reference. Why let his 

readers know if some of those he paid to talk tried to earn their money by "im- 

proving" on truth and reality? 

What remained is the "seductive ambiguity" of the spy novel that Mailer 

wrote only to find that it failed. 

To spice this up, to relieve the humdrum of the dull and boring lives 

people led in Minsk ("boring" is the word used in that daily New York Times 
  

review for Mailer's writing), Mailer resorted to sex and for that he used, 

really misused, Marina. Whether or not he had some unmet expectation of getting 

something interesting, some kind of confession, some hint that Oswald was some 

kind of spy - whatever his reason, whether or not vengeance, he goes after her 

with a vengeance and with unrestrained, deliberate dishonesty enhanced with a



little of the trickery that he uses throughout this long book. 

Nowhere in it is there the slightest sympathy for or understanding of the 

truly desperate situation in which Marina found herself i 22, in a strange land 

and so utterly alone, with two young children, she became the widow of the man 

accused of assassinating the President of the United States. 

All the means she then had, another fact that in 828 pages Mailer could 

not mention and still have his Oswald mythology, is the less than $200 he left 

for her to buy a waShing machine so she would not have to wash the diapers by 

hand when as they planned they had their own apartment. (Mailer does refer to 

the long statement Marina wrote in longhand in Russian when she was held captive 

for several months, referred to as for her "protection", by the Secret Service. @.w Ad 

Ce-\ 
until after her complaint to Commission chairman Earl Warren when she testified 

But Mailer does not mention 

she was turned free. Nor=-d¢ces-Matrersmazceron her months of captivity and the 

isolation that meant. In her statement Marina referred to their plans for get- 

ting an apartment and the purpose for which Lee left her that money. The reason 

is obvious: he would not have left that money for a washing machine if he had 

expected any need for money for flight.) 

How was Masrina, speaking only a few words of English and without any 

skill she could use in getting a job here, to survive and to care for those two 

infants? 

How many young women have ever faced such daunting, terrifying straits so 

alone and still managed to survive and to care for her infants, to raise and 

educate them so as they have they could lead successful lives and careers of 

their own? 

In all of this big book, in its 828 pages, Mailer does not once refer to 

Marina as what she was, another victim of the assassination. 

This had no appeal for the successful novelist writing what he pretends 

is assassination nonfiction and an account of the lives of Marine and Oswald. .



He makes no mention of any of this. 

What did appeal to him was slandering Marine when she was a grandmother 

with five grandchildren as an insatiable sex kitten when she was a teenager and 

doing that with what he not only knew was lies in which he featured a liar who 

had trouble telling the truth even by accident but in which the proof that it 

was lies is obvious in what he used of what those he paid to be interviewed and 

others told him. 

Scattering this as he does throughout the book helps the reader not to 

detect it. 

Shame, as we see, is an emotion as foreign to Mailer as is decency. Or 

concern for truth. C.d 2227 

He oozes into the slime of his Part IV, "Marina's Friends, Marina's Loves," 

pages 135-64) with his two-page chapter bearing the names of two young women with 

whom Marina worked at the hospital in Minsk, "Yanina and Sonia." jpages 135-6) 

Chapter 2 is "Neighbors." (page 139ff.) Then comes "Larissa" (pages 145-6). 

"Mischa" is chapter 4. (pages 147-8) Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are "Leonid," "Inessa" 

and ''Kostya,' the latter the only one taking more than a single page. Chapter 
is the only one with a person's first name. 

8 OFA fe pARAE pire: rots} = pire: te jam--a--forst ma,e/ Tt is "Yuri Merezhinsky." 

(pages 154ff.) The ninth chapter in this "Part" of such brief chapters as of 

a single page, is "Anatoly." (pages 159-64) 

For all of this Mailer has but a single source note, in "Anatoly." And 

then, this being Mailer's concept of responsible nonfiction writing so eulogized 

by so many reviewers, that single source note is at least secondhand in the 

book he refers to, McMillan's. 

Real scholarship that. 

Like a prosecutor building a case by pretending impartiality, Mailer 

begins with the expressed liking and respect Yanina and Sonia had for Marine. 

They spoke of her "not without love,,'" Mailer says. Then he does quote Yanina 

as saying that Marina's backward stepfather shouted "whore' at her when she was



a girl and when as Yanina said that was not at all true. 

So Mailer sneaks that suggestion in that way. Careful, cunning Mailer's 

concept of nonfiction. 

vn 
He sneaks a little more suggesting that Marina had a source of extra 

“Aw 

money that let her afford what the other girls could not when they all got the 

same wages: somehow Marina had better dresses and looked better than they. 

There was an obvious reason for Marina having a little more money than they: 

she had no rent to pay and she also ate with her uncle and aunt. nrd2Z 3 

“7= ">" But sneaky, dirity Mailer sneaks these dishonest suggestions in at the 

very beginning of this Part on "Marina's Friends, Marina's Loves." 

mW In "Neighbors" he digresses into unrelated family histories that are not 

connected with Marina. He likes big books and this one needs padding desper- 

ately. 

Slipsliding more prejudice in, Mailer next says that when Marine went to 

live with her uncle and aunt in 1959, "New problems came with her.'' He does 

not note in his supposed account of Marina and Lee that four years later, only 

four years later, she was a widow at 22 ina strange land and with two infant 

girls to keep and raise, beginning with less than $200 for all she had in the 

world. She then was utterly alone on the other side of the world and without 

any means of making a living. Perhaps Mailer does not mention this because it 

is inconsistent with what he is edging to allege about her. All those "new 

problems" that "came with her"? He made them up. 

He next does that by suggesting that her aunt Valya did not trust Magyina 

to go anywhere alone and wanted Larissa with her. That is so unusual a concern 

for a girl of 18? With what Mailer soon says of the boys and young men? 

Mailer's next provocative suggestion is that Marina had an entirely unde- 

scribed "intimacy" with Leonid, albeit only intermittently, for five to six 

months. Leonid "never calls" that undescribed but highly suggestive "intimacy" 

as Mailer quotes him "an affair."



What was it then? Why does Mailer suggest and not say what he means 

when he soon gets explicit enough? 

The only possibility is that it was not anything like what Mailer infers 
Ay 

and thus can resort only to tricky, dirty writing to give it a meaning he wants / 

the reader to take from it that it does not have. Cid 22% 

Inessa undermines Mailer's coming prize "witness" who is really a prize 

package in saying that Marina "had naturally bright lips." She said Marina's 

lips were "very bright lips with no makeup - just naturally bright lips." (page 

150) 

With quoting Kostya as saying he and Marina had sex (page 153) Mailer 

has done all the prejudicial suggesting he can contrive as he builds his prosecu- 
an 

tion-type indictment up to his introduction of his star winseas, Yet Merezhin- 

sky. Really his only alleged "witness." 

Neither Marina nor any other of these Russian teenagers with a few young 

adults, even with Mailer's deliberately prejudicial treatment of them, appears 

to differ in any major way from their peers throughout the entire western world 

except in their cultural interests. Except that as compared with their peers 

in this country a higher percentage of them were familiar with and liked the 

classics in music and in writing very much, most of them. 

They had some of the same hangups. Larissa, for example, longed to become 

a doctor. "She did well in school, but then in ninth grade discovered that she 

could not look at blood." (page 145) 

That happened to a male cousin of mine but not until his first year in 

medical school. It was not really that unheard-of, in Minsk or anywhere else. 

Mischa told Mailer that he and his friend like to "listen to Bach, Proko- 

fief" and other classical composers, as did others of that group, and they also 

like classical American jazz. He mentioned "(Louis) Armstrong, Sidney Becket 

(sic), (Benny) Goodman, Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra." (page 148) (Of French 

ancestry and from New Orleans, Sidney's name was Bechet. He was world-famous in 

# Mailer's youth and in mine.) Csr 22s
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For most of them as teenagers living under infinitively more difficult 

conditions, the worst he can say of them, Marina included, is that their be- 

havior, their personal conduct, was at least as socially acceptable as was 

; : ID 4, E+ rv ao f his when he was a grown man and a professional success, [> JiaftMmue. , 

With all the hinting he can cook up, he finally gets to his "Yuri Mere- 

zhinsky" chapter. (page 154) He begins it, perhaps intending to build sympathy 

for a man much in need of it and deserving none, referring to him as 

',..a handsome man of about fifty and may once have been as good- 
looking as a movie star. But now, he is ravaged by illness and 
his shoulders are hunched. To meet his interviewers, he has come 
from a hospital several hundred kilometers away, and has been 
drinking all day; at night, he is still drinking with the harsh 
pride of a Russian who measures his prowess by the slugs of vodka 
he can continue to mix with powerful emotions." 

He then quotes Yuri as saying, "My story will be very boring, not inter- 

esting" when to Mailer it is the exact opposite. He then quotes Yuri as saying 

what is true. 

But That was phony self-deprecation by Yuri and it is phony for Mailer to 

emphasize it, to give this false self-portrait of Yuri at the outset, to influ- 

ence the reader that way with what he knew was false. But the reporter in 

Mailer, and that is how he began years ago, recognized how that could form the 

readers' minds the way he wanted so he not only begins that way, he repeats 

those same words a dozen lines later. Yuri is anything but self-deprecating, 

he knew it, he knew he was pretending and he was lucky, Mailer loved it: 

"...I csn tell you this should be called ‘Story of Children Who 
Come from Cream of Society.' My father was a great scientist; he 
became part of our Soviet scientific history. My mother, the same 
--Honorable Scientist of Byelorussian Republic. Immediately after 
Gagarin was launched into space on Sputnik, my mother was inter- 
viewed, my father was interviewed, iI was interviewed." 2rd l272G 

Next, at least as Mailer presents it next, Yuri is abused, a much-abused 

man beginning as a child and by his "cream of society" parents. 

Yuri had complaints about everything, especially about his parents. They 

were, as he and Mailer say, eminences of science. His mother was part of a 

delegation to the UN with Khrushchev.
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Yuri then goes into when he met Marina. That was at a dance after a lec- 

ture by his mother and in the same building. Again using those suggestive words 

so indispensable to the dishonest writer, Mailer quotes him as saying of Marina, 

"I knew her before, I knew her after," when in fact that was when he first met 

her. (Mailer never says who was doing the interviewing, whether it was he or 

Schiller. He always has "Interviewer" in the transcripts he uses. ) 

Knowing that it is a lie, as we have seen but with it nonetheless a 

rather convenient lead into Mailer's renewed assault on Marina's character when 

she was still a teenager, here is how Mailer worked his transcripts over to 

begin with a relatively slight criticism of Marina. Why he asked this question, 

whichever the interviewer was, is cause for wonder because they knew from Inessa 

that as a girl Marina had naturally bright lips with no make-up at all: 

Interviewer: Was she weaviwe lipstick? 
Yuri Merezhinsky: She painted her lips all of the time. 
Int: All the time? 

YM: Yes. 

Int. That's interesting, because the word we get is that she 
never used lipstick. 
YM: She was very attractive. Effective. 
Int: How long had you known her then? 
YM: It doesn't matter--one day, two days, a year--I knew her 
long enough to know who was who. She was a woman, not a girl. 
Not a young woman. She was older. We were tired of her in sex. 
Int: Tired of her in sex? Let's be precise here. 
YM: I don't know about other people. I can talk only about 
myself. I never went with her to bed. But I could sleep with 
her even on a staircase. (pages 155-6) Gerd Ut 

Young and vigorous boys tired of sex? Not just perhaps an individual 

one but the entire "group" of them? All tired of sex, all bored by it, all at 

the same time? 

What made those Minsker boys and young men so different from all of their 

age almost anywhere in the world? Than those of their age in World War II, 

some perhaps their fathers, so many of whom raped their way across Europe? 

Is that how Mailer was at Yuri's age? 

If Mailer used anything Yuri said after that, it was not because he be- 

lieved it;
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It also is obvious that whenever Yuri tripped himself up in a lie, 

Schiller/Mailer let him get away with it. It is obvious that Mailer was so 

desperate for what he could use in his campaign against Marina when this was so 

apparently false he used it anyway. In this Mailer correctly understood what 

he could get away with with his publisher and with the coming reviewers of his 

coming book. 

uf 

To Mailer, world-class teats-and-tushie writer and to his world-class 

interviewer there is no contradiction between Yuri saying that he "knew'' Marina 

and had sex with her until, and he here includes his friends, "We were tired of 

her in sex" and then, when asked to be "precise" responded that "I never went to 

bed with her''? 

Obviously, both cannot be true and equally obviously Mailer used it after 

yuri at the least contradicted himself. Not only was Mailer unfazed by this 

but he liked Yuri's next self-contradiction so much he also used it uncriti- 

cal}y. I omit nothing in quotation. This follows what I quoted above: 

Int: You say you had her any way you wanted? 

YM: Yes, sure. 

Int. Your friends had her? 

YM: Sure. 

Int: For certain? 

YM: Sure. (page 156) Cand ZCS 

Here Mailer asks a question he knows from McMillan's book Yuri will con- 

tradict. Mailer refers to McMillan but he has no citation to it. Then, from 

even the Mailer we have been looking at, is a really low beginning with Yuri's 

volunterring of it: 

YM: She was sent out from Leningrad in twenty-four hours for 

prostitution with a foreigner, and she came to Minsk. 

Int: For prostitution? Literally? 

YM: With a foreigner. Then she came to Minsk. Because she had 

an uncle here. She was lucky. (page 156) 

That alleged "luck" was as Yuri put it not being sent to a labor camp, 

a gulag. 

Remember, the KGB was giving Schiller and Mailer access to their files. 

When Oswald was sent to Minsk the KGB /was alerted \there ‘to the possibility he



presented a danger to the Soviet Union. They spied on him all the time. They 

knew who he went out with and the nature of their relations. And if Oswald 

had become friends with the woman Yuri makes Marine out to be, can it possibly 

be believed that the KGB would. not have looked her up, learned what it could? 

Of course it cannot be believed and it cannot be believed that Mailer was not 

aware of that. 

Yet Mailer does not report asking his KGB chums who were so anyious to 

provide him with what he wanted to titillate those X-rated minds to which with 

this kind of writing he appeals. Surely when the KGB gave him their tran- 

scripts of their eavesdropping on Marina and Oswald even when they were in bed 

they would not have been reluctant to provide - if it existed - any confirma- 

tion of what so interested Schiller and Mailer from their own selections of 

their own interrogrations. 

Note in what is next quoted that when Mailer makes a pretense of seeking 

proof, of asking Yuri for his source, Yuri first, having made these horrible 

allegations against Marina first claims he should not answer because the answer eud7t 

would be so "intimate" and then when he agrees to answer does not and Schiller/ 

Mailer are satisfied with that: 

Int: Who told you she was a prostitute in Leningrad? 
YM: You ask a question which I consider very intimate. 
Int: Let me ask it in a different way. 
YM: No, it was right question to ask. She came here with four 
other people who were sent out of Leningrad together. She was in 
group. Two young men, two women. And her uncle worked for Minis- 
try of Internal Affairs, MVD, that's why she was privileged to 
come to Minsk and not 101 Kilometers. What it means, 101 Kilo- / 
meters, you have to cut trees in forest. 
Int: A labor camp? (page 156)> 
YM: Job for prostitutes and people who don't work. You were 
sent out of big cities to work, hard labor. At that time, any- Sly 
body could be accused of any type of prosti tation, (page 157) |, (" 

—_— —_ 
Being a pharmacist aspparent ly was not work to Yuri et al or, if Marina ~© 

was not yet a pharmacist, they had no question about her being trusted by the 

Soviets if she had the record Yuri attributed to he. Yuri easily got past that 

fabled Schiller diligence as that "world-class" interviewer, as the media
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touted him. Past, too, Mailer's fabulous reputation as a "reporter." including 

getting a Pulitzer for his writing of the Gary Gilmore story, because he never 

did answer. 

Bad enough as it is to this point, Mailer uses Yuri to make it worse, 

knowingly worse: 

Now, said Yuri, there was a problem--he and his group, he 

would say, were fed up with Marina. They didn't know how to get 

rid of her. She was good at sex, but when a woman is always 

with her legs spread, sometimes you resent it. She never worried 

about anything like reputation. (page 157) 

It is not odd that Yuri, best for whatever reason on character assassina- 

tion, was encouraged to pile his defamations on but it surely is odd that not a 

single one of the men Mailer and Schiller interviewed said anything like this 

at all. Most portrayed Marina as a fine and caring person. When they asked ond 

250 
Yuri "how she could conceal her reputation" if it was as he says once again 

those demon interrogators let him add more insults and not respond in any way: 

It was asked how she could conceal her reputation. After she 

met Lee at this dance, how did she manage that? 

Yuri: "You know, we are now three men here in this room, okay? 

Then a woman comes. You don't tell this new guy, ‘Man you know, I 

fucked her in different positions so many times ...' You don't 

pass this information. Sasha was the only one who was not her 

lover. Sasha was ready to marry her. He was in love up to his 

ears. Everybody fucked her but Sasha." (page 157) 

Mailer had interviewed all those others in Yuri's "group without getting 

any confirmation of all this slop from Yuri and of course Mailer knew that. It 

did not discourage him from repeating what Yuri said and worse, treating it as 

solid, factual, dependable information when he knew it was not that at all. 

But as Mailer should know and Random House's lawyers do know for a 

"public figure, " which Marina could be alleged to have become without doing 

a thing to become one, to sue successfully for libel, she has to establish 

"malice," and the courts have held, as they did in the case Mark Lane handled 

for Willis Carto, his Liberty Lobby and his weekly Spotlight, if the writer has 

a source, no matter how undependable a source, and quotes that source accurately, 

there is no libel under the law and controlling decisions.
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That is how Mark Lane won for those extremists of the farout-right when 

they were sued by former CIA spook and Watergate conspirator, E. Howard Hunt. 

The article by another former CIA man, Victor Marchetti, could hardly have been 

more libellous, more grossly inaccurate and indeed impossible, but Marchetti 

had those sources, he repeated what they had said and he got away with really 

vicious libel in charging that Hunt was part of the conspiracy that killed the = 

President. ernrd 25! 

There was nothing too impossible for Yuri to say and for Mailer to repeal 

if it in any way maligned Marina. This is what follows: 

Marina, he told them, had access in her pharmacy to grain 
alcohol. Yuri didn't want to boast, but he could say that, as 
aman, he satisfied all women, and Marina brought him bottles, 
big bottles of alcohol, from her pharmacy. (page 157) 

WhatevenYuri may have meant by "big bottles" in this country alcohol for 

medicinal purposes comes in "bottles" that are quite large and quite heavy. They 

would have been impossible to steal. Assuming, of course, that Marina was will- 

ing to risk the gulags to steal alcohol for Yuri. But if it was as small a 

bottle as what here is a quart, small a girl and woman that she is, how easy 
it 

would/have been to hide that on herself and not get caught? And to run that 

risk regularly and not expect the shrinkage of that stock to be noticed when it 

was not accounted for? 

Especially if as Mailer next quotes Yuri as saying, men were waiting 

in line if she had wanted one: 

Asked about Lee, Yuri said he wanted to explain: 'We are one 
team, and we are ten people, and we have one, two, three, ten 
women, and they are all very beautiful. They are always just be- 
tween us, touching us. And everybody on our team is fucking these 
women. At one o'clock she's fucking one, then another one--we 
all know it. It is not a secret. And we are tired of these women. 
We are bored by them." 

So why did Lee become serious about her? 

Yuri replied, "Every woman has her own raisin." (pages 157-8) 

These world-classers interviewed Kosta Bondarin: 

He knows Yuri would say that he slept with her, but Kostya is 

not sure it happened. The fact is that Anatoly Shpanko did have
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intimate contact with her. That much Kostya knows for sure. 

Tolya was a serious man and, unlike Yuri, would never talk to . ed © $e 

others about an affair. Yuri, after all, was the same age as 

Kostya, seventeen, and so he would have been more likely to 

say, "Well, I got fucked, I really got fucked," but in this 
situation, Kostya didn't believe him. Tolya and Marina really 

had it for each other, and he doesn't believe she would have 

allowed Yutika to get into the middle of that. (page 158) 

Mailer concludes his "Yuri Merezhinsky'" chapter with these words, his own, 

not attributed to anyone: 

"It could all be grossly exaggerated. Easily, it could be 

exaggerated." 

But did that discourage him when he felt the need to malign the grandmother 

as a girl to save the book his greed was not enough to get him? 

All of this is at least can be at the least "grossly exaggerated" and he 

could bring himself to write it and then submit it for publication and then hit 

the promotions trai): to draw even more attention to it? Which also means, of 

course, to sell more copies of it? 

Not a bit too soom Mailer ends this Part with his "Anatoly" chapter. 

(pages 159-64) 

Anatoly was a medical student when he met Marine. "His first memory of 

Marine is of a very, very pleasant woman and he still remembers her that way. 

she never insulted him and he never insulted her ... he likes kind-hearted 

women and modest girls." (page 159) 

"At his Medical Institute (Mailer's words) there were more girls than 

men, so male students usually had a large choice." (page 160) 

"Speaking of Marina," again Mailer's words, "he cannot say anything bad. 

She was just a simple girl, very simple, ordinary, positive. ... All he can 

remember is that there was nothing negative from her side to his." (pages 160-1) 

Anatoly proposed to Marina but on her uncle's advice Marina decided not 

to marry any man with no money and, even more important, no apartment.: e..d C53 

Anatoly does not even remember Marina's kisses. (page 161)
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"He also does not remember" what Schiller/Mailer keep going back to with- 

out ever consulting their cooperative KGB chums "anything negative about Marina" 

and "Nobody ever said to him that Marina had some history in Leningrad." (page 

162) These are Mailer's own words. So also are these, the last I quote from 

this disgusting Part: 

Anatoly told him "they didn't have sex." (page 162) 

But Mailer, like the smut-merchant he is, doesn't let go of this. His 

next Part, V, titled "Courtship and Marriage" (pages 167 ff), begins with the 

chapter he titled "Alik." That was Lee's nickname in the Soviet Union. Mailer 

does not get far into it when he uses their interviews with Marina. They were 

after returning from Belarus. And, it seems, all Schiller and Mailer are in- 

terested in is sex. (page 169) What follows is from the middle of the next 

page: 

She didn't want to talk about her experiences. Catherine the 
Great had lots of lovers and was considered okay; that did not mean & 
Marina had lots--she was not saying that. She just didn't w pO 
talk about sex. Everybody was looking for bad; they they trash you. ay orn 
It wasn't that she'd done something she was ashamed of, nothing Se 
horribly wrong, but she knew when she first came to Minsk that maybe 
she needed advice. Because she was not that experienced. Maybe 
men thought she was something that she was not. 

She talked to her friend Misha Smolsky, who had never laid a finger 
on her. They were friendly, just friends. He said, "come on, I 
won't touch you. You're not Anita Ekberg." That said it all. He 
told her: Marina, there's a guy spreading gossip around that you're 
sleeping with him. Is it true or not?" She told him, "Misha I'm 
asking you what can I do if I have nothing to hide? I cannot defend 
myself door to door if a guy is lying." 

So Misha said, "I cannot punch him in the nose, because it is ‘ 
not my business'--meaning she was not his girl--"bit I'm going to gong 
tell him it is baloney." eA Z22y 

She did not know why Merezhinsky--if that was the guy, Yuri 
Merezhinsky--talked about her that way. Maybe it was because he 
was always drunk and liked to make a fuss. Maybe it was rejection. 
Was this the person that Misha was talking about? She felt humili= 
ated in front of all the world. 

How did she feel after what Mailer was doing to her? 

Again, this is Mailer's paraphrase of what she said, "Now her reputation 

felt like ugly clothing, smelly, that she was condemned to wear."
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Mailer begins Chapter 3 of this part repeating that same Leningrad rumor, 

still with no source indicated. That is not unusual for these Parts. This 

one of 25 pages has only three citations of any source at all. 

Mailer persists for several pages and then this on page 182: 

M: I never once in my life was paid money. 

Int: Z'm sure you weren't 

M: I vas looking for love in some wrong places and sometimes I had 
to pay for that. I actually was raped by a foreigner. 
Int: What? 

M: I mean, I was trapped in a room. He locked the door. And you 
know how they have those dezhurnayas that sit over there in the 
hallways of hotels holding keys for people who are out? I could- 
n't scream. I thought, what would this woman think of me? So I 
fought this man. He finally threw me against him. He said, "Well 
if I knew you were a virgin, I would not have touched you." 
Lee didn't ask me, but on my wedding night, I pretended. I was 
terrified. I said to myself, When night comes, what am I going to 
do? I mean, what? It's a clean-cut life from now on. I want to 
be serious, and I was terrified. But Lee did not ask me. 

Inessa knew of Marina's concern because she was not a virgin and that is 

the basis for the Schiller/Mailer questioning. 

days: 

In Mailer's own words she told them off, having put up with it for five 

ff 
Interviewer: One person responded to a question by saying: You're QAW~A AZ BS 
right, she wasn't a virgin on her wedding night. She was worried 
that Lee would find out, and she went to the pharmacy and got 
something. She was proteding her marriage. 

Marina: Okay. 

Int: That's exactly what was said. 

M. Okay. It's true. So? So you are a sex pervert to spend five 
days to get somebody to talk about subject like this...I mean, 
isn't it enough? 

This and more like it, mind you, in a book ostensibly about the assassi- 

nation of the President as Mailer seeks to prove what he "decided" is:the.. 

evidence because, remember that Goodman report on Mailer's days at Penn, he 

said, and omniscient as he is, who dares dispute him? The evidence itself is 

"impenetrable." 

How could what Oswald did not know possibly be a factor of Mailer's 

"basic question" for which he went to Belarus, seeking proof that Oswald was 

the assassin from his life in the Soviet Union? (page 315)
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Of course it has no relevance. None at all! As it also would not have 

had from Mailer's poppycock that did not originate with him, that Oswald killed 

JFK, for whom he had great respect and admiration, to become a famous man 

thereby. 

That is the most amateurish of the amateur shrinkery of the supporters 
That 

of the official theory of the assassination - and little understood as it is, 

it is only a theory. 

But Mailer was apparently lost enough in his all-consuming ego and his 

sense of his own omnipotence and omniscience, that he went for and had faith in 

this silliness that would disgrace a reasonably intelligent high-school child. 

These are the words of the twice-Pulitzered Mailer as he ends his Part 

VIII of his first volume: e~A 236 

By the logic of our narrative, we have just come to the end of 
Volume One. It is obvious that whatever we have learned about 
Oswald in Russia is not enough to answer our basic question. 
For that we will have to follow his adventures in America..The 
changes in Oswald's life have already been large and abrupt, 
and now we will have to accompany him on future adventures in 
Fort Worth, Dallas, New Orleans, Mexico City, Dealey Plaza, and 
the Dallas city jail. Since we have gone from Russia to America 
with a minimum of ceremony, and have just taken a quick visit 
back, perhaps we can obtain a more satisfactory farewell by 
observing the reactions of Oswald's friends and acquaintances in 
Minsk after they encountered the news of Kennedy's assassination. 
(page 315) coma db 47



  

154 / NORMAN MAILER 

At that time, he didn’t have even an idea that women could 
have orgasms. She wasn’t shy, and she dressed herself in front of 
him, and now he would certainly have been happy to continue 
their relationship, but when he went up to her and tried to caress 
her, she said, “No, no, no—don’t take it too fast.” And he under- 
stood that something didn’t sit well with her, that it would not go 
any further. This haste with which she got ready to go home put 
him on his guard, and she.only allowed him to see her as far as the 
bridge where they had met on this early New Year’s night. 

8 

Yun Merezhinsky 

  

“My story will be very boring,” Yuri says, “not interesting.” 
He is a handsome man of about fifty and may once have been as 

good-looking as a movie star. But now, he is ravaged by illness and 
his shoulders are hunched. To meet his interviewers, he has come 
from a hospital several hundred kilometers away, and has been 
drinking all day; at night, he is still drinking with the harsh pride 
of a Russian who measures his prowess by the slugs of vodka he 
can continue to mix with powerful emotions. 

Speaking Russian combined with English, he proceeds to his 
narration, proud, aggressive, contemptuous of any specific reality 
he has to relate. 

“My story will be very boring, not interesting. My parents and I 
lived ina building called House of Scientists near Minsk railway 
station, and I can tell you this should be called ‘Story of Children 
Who Come from Cream of Society.’ My father was a great scien- 
tist; he became part of our Soviet scientific history. My mother, 
the same—Honorable Scientist of Byelorussian Republic. Imme- 
diately after Gagarin was launched into Space on Sputnik, my 
mother was interviewed, my father was interviewed, / was inter- 
viewed. 

“T will tell you long story about myself. When I was small, I 
played football in an apartment. It was apartment of First Secre-     
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tary of Communist Party of Byelorussia, and football was possible 

because their rooms were so big. My mother was part of govern- 

mental delegation to United Nations, together with Khrushchev. 

“As for me, I liked Elvis Presley. Not important,” said Yuri, 

“whether rock or jazz. Important was that something came to us 

from Western countries.” Personally, he liked Ella Fitzgerald, and 

Louis Armstrong—but Elvis Presley even more. Most of what they 

heard was tape-recorded, although he and his friends listened to 

radio, too—BBC, Voice of America. He was very much interested 

in clothes then, was always well dressed. 

“During that time, I was a student at our Medical Institute and 

there was a custom for prominent people to give a lecture after a 

visit to another country. So, my mother prepared one for our 

Trade Union Palace, and everything was demonstrated with 

slides. It was a large hall, maybe five hundred people, and some- 

one came up to me then—Lee Oswald. Just introduced himself as 

Alik Oswald. Said he had come from America, and he started to 

speak English. At that time my English was good.” 

After Yuri’s mother’s lecture, they went upstairs to a ballroom, 

where a dance had started, and Alik got interested in Marina. “She 

was a very attractive, impressive person, effective. She—how you 

say2—attracted people. She looked right; she was not gray. She 

looked—the word we use is effekinaya—a powerful effect upon peo- 

ple. This evening she had to look like very best, like she never 

looked before. I knew her before. | knew her after. But she never 

looked so attractive as this evening. It was like from God—it was 

high, very high.” 

INTERVIEWER: Was she wearing lipstick? 

YURI MEREZHINSKY: She painted her lips all of the time. 

INT: All the time? 

YM: Yes. 

INT: That’s interesting, because the word we get is that she never 

used lipstick. 

yM: She was very attractive. Effective. 

INT: How long had you known her then? 

yM: It doesn’t matter—one day, two days, a year—I knew her long 

enough to know who was who. She was a woman, not a girl. Nota 

young woman. She was older. We were tired of her in sex. 
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INT: Tired of her in sex? We? Let’s be precise here. 
YM: I don’t know about other people. I can talk only about myself. 
I never went with her to bed. But I could sleep with her even on a 
staircase. 

INT: You say you had her any way you wanted? 
YM: Yes, sure. 

INT: Your friends had her? 

YM: Sure. 

INT: For certain? 

YM: Sure. 

INT: I ask because, in her biography, she told the writer, Priscilla 
Johnson McMillan, that she was a virgin when she was married. 
YM: I already told you Marina was not very precise in her biography. 
INT: I wanted to be sure. 

YM: She was sent out from Leningrad in twen ty-four hours for pros- 
titution with a foreigner, and she came to Minsk. 

INT: For prostitution? Literally? 

ym: With a foreigner. Then she came to Minsk. Because she had an 
uncle here. She was lucky. 

INT: She was in such a jam? 

YM: We call it 101 Kilometers—which means being sent very far 
away. From Leningrad. 

INT: This is a matter we would like to clear up. 

YM: System now is different. 

INT: Who told you she was a prostitute in Leningrad? 
YM: You ask a question which I consider very intimate. 

INT: Let me ask it in a different way. 

ym: No, it was right question to ask. She came here with four other 
people who were sent out of Leningrad together. She was in 
group. Two young men, two women. And her uncle worked for 
Ministry of Internal Affairs, MVD, that’s why she was privileged to 
come to Minsk and not 101 Kilometers. What it means, 101 Kilo- 
meters, you have to cut trees in forest. 

INT: A labor camp? 
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one—we all know it. It is not a secret. And we are tired of these 
women. We are bored by them.” 

So why did Lee become serious about her? 
Yuri replied: “Every woman has her own raisin.” 

Kostya Bondarin told Anatoly Shpanko about his experience with 
Marina. He doesn’t know when she and Anatoly first had a ren- 
dezvous, but it was not more than a few weeks later. Afterward, 
Kostya would introduce her to Yuri Merezhinsky. 

He knows Yuri would say that he slept with her, but Kostya is not 
sure it happened. The fact is that Anatoly Shpanko did have inti- 
mate contact with her. That much Kostya knows for sure. Tolya 
was a serious man and, unlike Yuri, would never talk to others 
about an affair. Yuri, after all, was the same age as Kostya, seven- 
teen, and so he would have been more likely to say, “Well, I got 
fucked, I really got fucked,” but in this situation, Kostya didn’t 
believe him. Tolya and Marina really had it for each other, and he 
doesn’t believe she would have allowed Yurka to get into the mid- 
dle of that. 

Later, Kostya did hear that Marina was forcibly expelled from 
Leningrad by the authorities for allegedly having relations with 
some Georgian, an unpleasant incident in a hotel. Now, he can’t 
remember if he heard it from Sasha or Yuri, but he did hear this 
story at that time, that much he remembers well. It was very sim- 
ple in those days—once the authorities came down on you, you 
had twenty-four hours to collect your things, then you were out. 
Of course, Marina’s uncle did work for MVD in Minsk and had 
helped her to hush it up. At least, that’s what people were saying, 
It could all be grossly exaggerated. Easily, it could be exaggerated, 
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lies in those days had a single room to offer—so he lived with a 
couple who had no children. In his second year, however, he lived 
in a private house near his Medical Institute—Konstantin’s house, 
in fact—and his time became more relaxed. He could socialize 
much more. 

He didn’t date one girl but a number. At that time, women were 
not conservative—if you went out with a girl, she didn’t tell you, 
“Don’t go to a movie with any other girl.” But then, his relations 
with women were always individual. Not like a system where he 
had to be the exact same man with everybody. He might go toa 
movie with one, and it was understood—no kissing; then, another 
movie with another girl—lots of kissing. You could be found any- 
where between petting and absolute; he didn’t have a system. 

t his Medical Institute there were more girls than men, so 
male students usually had a large choice, but it was a tradition that 
students usually found their marriages inside the Institute. How- 
ever, it was virtually excluded that you could have sex and live 
together while students. Especially for him. He was an officer in 
Komsomol. You could be accused at Komsomol meetings if you 
lived in such a way. They didn’t have a cult of Stalin any longer, but 
they certainly had their cult concerning Komsomol, and Anatoly 
was komsorg. That means he was in charge of half of his Komsomol 
organization. He was Secretary of the potok. If you had a thousand 
students, the potok made up a group of five hundred, and if you 
were their leader, that meant you could expect to receive some 
special appointment later. Upon graduation, students were usu- 
ally assigned to miserable places far out in the USSR, but people 
who were high in Komsomol could choose first. You might even 
be asked, “Where do you want to go?” When they came to him, 
however, he said, “Where is there need for a doctor?” 

As far as women go, he would say that if you lived openly with a 
woman, you could be discussed endlessly. So, you did things 
underground. Who would want to be some main topic of discus- 
sion at a Komsomol meeting criticizing improper sexual behay- 
ior? One’s biological need to have sex had to be satisfied, but you 
did it underground. Nobody had to know whom you were seeing 
that way. 

Now, Marina was one of the first girls he met. His opening year of 
medical school had been so tough for him that he had hardly dated 
in 1959. But in the following year, Marina was one of the first, yes. 
Speaking of Marina, he cannot say anything bad: She was just a 

simple girl, very simple, ordinary, positive. And he just treated her 
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like a woman. All he can remember is that there was nothing neg- 
ative from his side to her and nothing negative from her side to his. 

Priscilla Johnson McMillan’s book, Marina and Lee, amplifies this 
spare account from Marina’s point of view: 

. She consented to be Sasha’s date for New Year’s, but she 

promised herself that she would dance with anyone who 
came along .. . That evening she found herself in the arms of 

Anatoly Shpanko, a lanky fellow with unruly, dark blond hair 4 
and a wide, appealing smile. Tolya, as she soon called him, 

was a twenty-six-year-old medical student who had already 
served his term in the army. He was whimsical, yet deferen- 

ual, to Marina, and from the moment of their first kiss—they 

were standing in a dimly lit courtyard, with snow swirling all 
around them and a lantern creaking in the doorway—she 

was deliriously in love with him. “He was a rare person,” = 
Marina recalls. “He was honest in everything he did.” q : 

There was only one drawback. Attracted as she was to Ana- i 
toly, Marina did not think he was handsome. Nor did she like 

the way he dressed. He simply did not fit the image she had 
created for herself of a girl who goes out only with handsome 

men. Not wanting to be made fun of, fearful that her friends 

might think less of her, she steered Anatoly along back streets 
when they were together as surreptitiously as if they were 
engaged in a clandestine affair. But she forgot her calcula- 
tions when he kissed her. His kisses made Marina’s head spin. 
Finally he proposed, but there were obstacles. Anatoly had 
two or three more years in medical school, no money and, 
even more impor tant, no apartment. Marina consulted Valya 
and Ilya. “No, my dear,” Ilya said. “Let him finish the institute 
first. He can talk about getting married then.”! 
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Anatoly does remember kissing in a dimly lit courtyard, but a 
there was no snow coming down. The snow was already there. He | 
remembers nothing special—it was routine, nothing special. You He 
remember details when something was not ordinary. 

Being told that Marina did remember his kisses, he said, “She . 
appreciated it, I think, ha, ha, ha.” Then he added, “I am trying to if 
be honest. I don’t want to invent. |am sorry if I can’t be helpful.” | 
When asked why Marina singled him out as being “a rare per- 

son... honest in everything he did,” he replied, “I think maybe  
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she got this information from some of my friends. She didn’t get 
it out of my behavior, but something she heard from other peo- 
ple.” He would add, “That’s why everybody wanted me to be Sec- 
retary of Komsomol, because many of them were younger and 
had not been in the Soviet Army.” So when he would say, “This is 
fair,” people would often accept it. When asked if he was consid- 
ered by most people to be honest, he replied, “Even today.” Asked 
about how he dressed in those days, he said, “I never worried 
about clothes. If someone said, ‘I don’t like this way youre 
dressed,’ I'd say, ‘Okay, buy what you want me to wear and I’ll wear 
it.” ” He would not get.dressed up just to please a woman. His 
opinion: A woman should like a man’s soul, not some clothes he 
is wearing. “We have a saying here that you greet a person by how 
they are dressed, but by the time you say goodbye, you respect a 
person for how they are.” 

As he recalls, nobody told him anything negative about Marina, 
Nobody ever said to him that Marina had some history in 
Leningrad. “People knowing me, like I am, never passed on 
rumors. You can’t come close to me this way.” He would tell them, 
“*You want to talk about this person? Bring that person here and 
then say it, but don’t talk to me alone without this person.’ It was 
my rule.” 
Besides, they didn’t have sex. He would say they didn’t achieve 

such a desire. He has no recollection of proposing to her, and if 
she gave as her reason for rejecting him that he didn’t have his 
own apartment, he would say that was not exactly true. Because he 
had an aunt in Minsk who did have a house with land, and on this 
plot was another small house that was empty. So, if he had really 
wanted to marry, he could have lived with his wife in that small 
house, although while still dating he would not bring a girl there, 
because he would never do such a thing to his aunt. It would be an 
insult. wi. wi 
When asked if he was more moral than others, he said, “In 

those days—our Khrushchev era—there were young men like me, 
but not many, not many.” As for a wife, he wanted a woman who 
was simple, average, very human. Marina would have fit his idea of 
whom to marry. If he did propose to her once and was turned 
down, he thinks he would have joked about it later. 

He finds it hard to believe that on a night in March of 1961, at 
a long-forgotten dance, some Trade Union dance, Marina told 
him to meet her at ten o’clock outside the Trade Union Palace.   
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Ludmila’s sister, Larissa, fourteen years younger than Ludmila, 

is now a lovely, even voluptuous, woman. Her manners are for- 

mal, but she smiles a good deal, and it offers a hint of that state 

of bliss in which she claims to have lived when young. In that 

time, due to great crowding at home, because Larissa’s mother 

and her mother’s sister and that sister's husband all lived in one 

room nine square meters in size, it was decided that Larissa 

should stay with Ludmila and her husband, Misha, and she 

adored them both. 

In those years of early adolescence, Larissa wanted to become a 

doctor. She wanted to emulate Ludmila. She did well in school, 

but then in the ninth grade discovered that she could not look at 

blood. So, she could never go into a dissecting room or a morgue. 

After that, she even gave. the Medical Institute a wide berth. There 

- rpses in that building. 

In adolescence she dated a lot of boys and had some favorites, 

but essentially they were all part of a group, and one boy, Misha 

Smolsky, not to be confused with Ludmila’s husband, Misha 

Kuzmich, happened to be the soul of their company, one in a mil- 

lion. Misha Smolsky was interested in Western culture. Everything 

he wore was elegant yet never flashy. It was a beautiful group; they 

knew how to spend their time tastefully. A lot of dancing went on, 

and in fact they formed a dancing group called Minchanka, which 

means “a female inhabitant of Minsk.” She even traveled to other 

republics with her group. Larissa was slim then, very slim. 

Now, Larissa knew Marina for a long time. She first knew her as 

a thirteen-year-old schoolgirl who came from Leningrad to Minsk 

to visit her grandmother in 1954, and that was at a time when 

Valya and Ilya dwelt across the hall. 

Larissa admired Marina. At thirteen, she was so beautiful, and 

so curious. And very bright. You looked at her and you were 

attracted. So, they were friends. At that time, embroidery was 

popular and they did a lot of that, and took walks together or went 

to movies. And when Marina went back to Leningrad to live again 

with her mother and stepfather, Larissa found it hard to part. 

Then Marina came again for a summer visit in 1957, and she 

had become more practical. She had matured. Larissa was still  
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Vi) “As DIRTY AS ANYTHING I CAN REMEMBER! 

Mailer's writing in this book is as dirty as anything I can remember. 

Cunningly, professionally, intendedly, dirty. It is worse, much worse, than a 

few reviewers say in referring to how he "conjectures" so much. He does that, 

but he does more. He is dirty in misrepresenting the facts of the assassination 

and its investigations and he is dirty in dealing with peoples' private lives 

and reputations. He begins with suggestions, various kinds of hints, even deni- 

als of what he is saying but falls short of saying literally. Over his 828 pages 

he says what he wants to say about those he wants to defame and does defame. 

He builds cases he knows are false and presents them as true. 

We saw some of this in his abuse of de Mohrenschildt, but in the course 

of the parts of his book dealing with de Mohrenschildt, in those two chapters 

addressed in the preceding chapter and elsewhere, he intends to leave no doubt 

in the reader's mind that de Mohrenschildt was a CIA employee. He falls short 

of saying that but only the most cautious reader making a careful reading will 

not get that impression, will not believe that during the time he knew Oswald 

de Mohrenschildt was working for the CIA and not as an occasional contact or 

source, as an employee. 

Mailer waits until he gets to the very end to make this excplicit. With- 

out adding any evidence, even any reason to believe it at all. He wants it to 

be so it is. 

The first chapter of his last part, VIII, Mailer titles "The Punishment 

of Hosty and the Death of the Handler." That the two are in no way related is 

minor, but in referring to de Mohrenschildt as Oswald's "handler" Mailer is 

saying that de Mohrenschildt was a CIA employee who "handled" its spy Oswald. 

No "handler" is some occasional Tom, Dick or Harry picked up without be- 

ing known and then controlled thoroughly. As Oswald's "handler" de Mohrenschildt 
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had to be a CIA employee. Not only is there no proof of this, there is not 

even a rational basis for suspecting it. 

And, finally, after all the pretense that there was not a thing wrong with 

de Mohrenschildt, after all the diritiness of his writing, at the end he admits 

de Mohrenschildt was sick only to then pooh-pooh it and make on it was little 

more than a common cold. But he has covered himself by the admission that is 

in the form of a quotation from Gerald Posner's Case Closed: 

yf Posner, picking up on this deterioration in De Mohrenschildt, cv,» 

y does his best to render him permanently incomppetent: LD 

Posner: ... de Mohrenschildt was quite mad by the time he gave 

his final [Epstein] interview. For nearly a year before his 

death, he was paranoid, fearful that the "FBI and Jewish mafia" 
were out to kill him. He twice tried to kill himself with drug 

overdoses, and another time cut his wrists and submerged him- 

self in a bathtub. After he began waking in the middle of every 

night, screaming and beating himself, his wife finally committed 

him to Parkland Hospital psychiatric unit, where he was diagnosed 

as psychotic and given two months of intensive shock therapy. 

After his treatment, he said he had been with Oswald on the day 

of the assassination, though he was actually with dozens of guests 

at the Bulgarian embassy in Haiti the day JFK was killed. Despite 

de Morenschildt's imbalance, Epstein and others still quote the 
final interview as though it were an uncontested fact." 

De Mohrenschildt does not deserve the label "quite mad" at the 
time he gave his final interviews. Once again, Posner is not includ- 

ing those sources who would indicate that De Mohrenschildt in the 

last months of his life was depressed but not delusional. (page 767) 

Mailer's source for his deprecating of Posner's accurate ~report is the 

third-hand rendering of the opinion of a man who had not seen de Mohrenschildt 

in years and later said, in effect, he looked pretty much as he always had. 

His source is McMillan's version of what the House assassins committee said was 

Sam Ballen's opinion. 

Here Mailer discloses what he is capable of in building his series of 

phony cases that he then builds into a phony book. The professional findings 

of the experts at a fine teaching hospital's psychiatric unit have no value at 

all, not when he has that good ol' boy of years past, Sam Ballen, albeit third- 

hand , as his "expert." Ballen, without any medical education or training of 

any kind, is what Mailer needs so he becomes, in Mailer's writing, the only 
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dependable source. Not the psychiatrists who found de Mohrenschildt so "psy- 

chotic" their treatment of him included "two months of intensive siecle therapy." 

And after that de Mohrenschildt was so out of contact with reality that 

"he said he had been with Oswald the day of the assassination though he was 

actually with dozens of guests at the Bulgarian embassy in Haiti the day JFK 

was killed" means nothing at all to the bankrupt Mailer when for his dishonest 

need in his dishonest book he cannot have de Mohrenschildt as mentally ill as 

he was. So, as is true throughout his book, the lies required for it to appear 

to be other than the fraud it is become real and the truth does not exist for 

Mailer. Not, of course, here alone. This is true throughout his book. 

If Mailer acknowledges the medical truth about de Mohrenschildt, can he 

then say that he killed himself to avoid testimony that owdld expose him as ty 

Oswald's "handler" for the CIA, not because the persecutions were too much to 

continue to bear? 

This kind of writing is vile. There was no basis for Mailer's suspicion 

which was not his to begin with. But take that away and how much remains that 

he can ever pretend is of some value in his book? 

Who gives a damn about Lee Harvey Oswald other than as the official 

assassin? 

It he was not that he was essentially no different than most of the people 

in the country, and that is no excuse for a book allegedly about him--which it 

isn't even that. Mailer uses the same crooked trickery to slither into his 

assault on Oswald's widow's character. 

His first "Volume" is titled "Oswald with Marine in Minsk." The first 

Part of that "Volume" is titled "The Adventures of Valya." Who is Valya? She 

is Marina's aunt. 

As noted above, Mailer does not tell the reader how it came about that 

the KGB opened its files, at least some of them, to him and talked to him. How 

that happened is not important. Chit-chat about Marina's relatives and friends 

pf 30 years ago, that is what is important.



Nor does he begin the book with the slightest mention of Oswald. Instead, 

he talks about others of Marina's family andby the time he gets to the end of 

his first chapter, titled "Volchuk," he sneaks in the first of his dirtiness 

about Marina. He has her advising her aunt that with her husband two-timing 

on her she should two-time on him. (page 24) 

Source? None indicated. This by the man who, as we saw above, criticized 

Posner for exactly that, not sourcing - as Maile} imagined it. 

Consistency is the hobgoblin of small minds? Mailer's mind is not small. 

As he wanders around with a partial story of Oswald's "defection" thie 

Oswald saw to it was not a defection, playing Posner, so to ape, Mailer just 

sneaks into the KGB giving him and him only what he wanted, what he needs for 

this book that in the end was not enough for a book. 

All of a sudden, in his Part III chapter titled "Igor," he and the KGB 

are bulfies and it is helping him. Natural as breathing. Needs no explanation. 

(Part III has a stacked title, "Oswald's Work" the top line and below it 

"Oswald's Sweetheart.") 

So what we would not expect at the beginning of the book, the beginning 

of his campaign against Marind, is not there, and what for an honest man writing 

an honest book what should be there, what alone made it possible for him to even 

think he could have a book after all the other assassination and supposed 

assassination books, the deal with the KGB, is not there. 

Mailer's first words in one of his de Mohrenschildt chapters we discussed 

in the preceding chapter, his "The Well-born Friend," are descriptive of his 

book, not of the mythologies essential to it. They are 

"If there is any place where a narrative of Oswald's life is 

bound to take on the seductive ambiguity of a spy novel, it is with 

the entrance into Lee's affairs of Baron George De Mohrenschildt...." 

As we have seen, not a word of this is true. What is true in it is that 

Mailer describes his project for what it really is, an inferior "spy novel." 

>



The only real spying in it is the KGB's on Oswald. All the rest is imagined and 

it did not exist. Mailer would not have even this shabby pretense of even a spy 

novel were it not for the ‘seductive ambiguity" of his writing. 

The actuality is that Oswald's life in Minsk was essentially humdrum. 

Even as Mailer tries to jazz it up it is dull. ‘The only information Mailer got 

about Oswald's life there that has any possible significance was not new. I pub-_. 

thal les 
lished it two decades earlier and I had a good, official source for what I wrote, ) 

The KGB was concerned that Oswald might be an American spy of some kind. 

It covered him like dew covers a pasture. ‘It could find not even a suspicion 

that Oswald had the slightest interest in the kind of information a spy would go 

for. It baited him with the prospect of getting significant military informa- 

tion and he was totally indifferent. He ignored it. He had no interest at all 

in it. 

So, faced with this bankruptcy, what remained for Mailer for his Oswald 

in Minsk? 
Of what his and Schiller's cpsts for living there for six months were? 

Of whatever investment had been made with the KGB and the people Mailer 

paid for interviews? To which, naturally, he makes no reference. Why let his 

readers know if some of those he paid to talk tried to earn their money by "im- 

proving" on truth and reality? 

What remained is the "seductive ambiguity" of the spy novel that Mailer 

wrote only to find that it failed. 

To spice this up, to relieve the humdrum of the dull and boring lives 

people led in Minsk ("boring" is the word used in that daily New York Times 

review for Mailer's writing), Mailer resorted to sex and for that he used, 

really misused, Marina. Whether or not he had some unmet expectation of getting 

something interesting, some kind of confession, some hint that Oswald was some 

kind of spy - whatever his reason, whether or not vengeance, he goes after her 

rd 

with a vengeance and with unrestrained, deliberate dishonesty enhanced with a 

ra



little of the trickery that he uses throughout this long book. 

Nowhere in it is there the slightest sympathy for or understanding of the 
us hy t A 

truly desperate situation in which Marina found herself at 22, in a strange land 

and so utterly alone, with two young children, she became the widow of the man 

accused of assassinating the President of the United States. 

All the means she then had, another fact that in 828 pages Mailer could 

not mention and still have his Oswald mythology, is the less than $200 he left 

for her to buy a waShing machine so she would not have to wash the diapers by 

hand when as they planned they had their own apartment. (Mailer does refer to 

the long statement Marina wrote in longhand in Russian when she was held captive 

for several months, referred to as for her "protection", by the Secret Service. 

until after her complaint to Commission chairman Earl Warren when she testified 

But' Mailer does not mention 

she was turned free. Nor=deesMaekbessmeireron her months of captivity and the 

isolation that meant. In her statement Marina referred to their plans for get- 

ting an apartment and the purpose for which Lee left her that money. The reason 

is obvious: he would not have left that money for a washing machine if he had 

expected any need for money for flight.) 

How was Magrina, speaking only a few words of English and without any 

skill she could use in getting a job here, to survive and to care for those two 

infants? 

How many young women have ever faced such daunting, terrifying straits so 

alone and still managed to survive and to care for her infants, to raise and 

educate them so as they have they could lead successful lives and careers of 

their own? 

In all of this big book, in its 828 pages, Mailer does not once refer to 

Marina as what she was, another victim of the assassination. 

This had no appeal for the successful novelist writing what he pretends 

is assassination nonfiction and an account of the lives of Marine and Oswald... 

a



He makes no mention of any of this. 

What did appeal to him was slandering Marine when she was a grandmother 

with five grandchildren as an insatiable sex kitten when she was a teenager and 

doing that with what he not only knew was lies in which he featured a liar who 

had trouble telling the truth even by accident but in which the proof that it 

was lies is obvious in what he used of what those he paid to be interviewed and 

others told him. 

Scattering this as he does throughout the book helps the reader not to 

detect it. 

Shame, as we see, is an emotion as foreign to Mailer aa is decency. Or 

concern for truth. 

He oozes into the slime of his Part IV, "Marina's Friends, Marina's Loves," 

‘pages 135-64) with his two-page chapter bearing the names of two young women with 

whom Marina worked at the hospital in Minsk, '"Yanina and Sonia." fpages 135-6) 

Chapter 2 is "Neighbors." (page 139ff.) Then comes "Larissa" (pages 145-6). 

"Mischa" is chapter 4. (pages 147-8) Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are "Leonid," 'Inessa" 

and 'Kostya," the latter the only one taking more than a single page. Chapter 

is the only one with a person's first name. 
8 OSPF parte -pme= wots}: = -pr+e- +t }.am- -a- -forsi.ma,e/. Tt is "Yuri Merezhinsky." 

(pages 154ff.) The ninth chapter in this "Part" of such brief chapters as of 

a single page, is "Anatoly." (pages 159-64) 

For all of this Mailer has but a single source note, in "Anatoly.'"' And 

then, this being Mailer's concept of responsible nonfiction writing so eulogized 

by so many reviewers, that single source note is at least secondhand in the 

book he refers to, McMillan's. 

Real scholarship that. 

Like a prosecutor building a case by pretending impartiality, Mailer 

begins with the expressed liking and respect Yanina and Sonia had for Marine. 

They spoke of her "not without loves," Mailer says. Then he does quote Yanina 

as saying that Marina's backward stepfather shouted "whore" at her when she was



a girl and when as Yanina said that was not at all true. 

So Mailer sneaks that suggestion in that way. Careful, cunning Mailer's 

concept of nonfiction. 

WN 
He sneaks a little more suggesting that Marina had a source of extra 

LS 

money that let her afford what the other girls could not when they all got the 

same wages: somehow Marina had better dresses and looked better than they. 

There was an obvious reason for Marina having a little more money than they: 

she had no rent to pay and she also ate with her uncle and aunt. 

~72 ~>"But sneaky, dirity Mailer sneaks these dishonest suggestions in at the 

very beginning of this Part on "Marina's Friends, Marina's Loves." 

In "Neighbors" he digresses into unrelated family histories that are not 

connected with Marina. He likes big books and this one needs padding desper- 

ately. 

Slipsliding more prejudice in, Mailer next says that when Marine went to 

live with her uncle and aunt in 1959, "New problems came with her." He does 

not note in his supposed account of Marina and Lee that four years later, only 

four years later, she was a widow at 22 in a strange land and with two infant 

girls to keep and raise, beginning with less than $200 for all she had in the 

world. She then was utterly alone on the other side of the world and without 

any means of making a living. Perhaps Mailer does not mention this because it 

is inconsistent with what he is edging to allege about her. All those "new 

problems" that "came with her'? He made them up. 

He next does that by suggesting that her aunt Valya did not trust Ma&yina 

to go anywhere alone and wanted Larissa with her. That is so unusual a concern 

for a girl of 18? With what Mailer soon says of the boys and Seung men? 

Mailer's next provocative suggestion is that Marina had an entirely unde- 

scribed "intimacy" with Leonid, albeit only intermittently, for five to six 

months. Leonid "never calls" that undescribed but highly suggestive "intimacy" 

rd 
as Mailer quotes him :.: "an affair."



What was it then? Why does Helier suagees and not say what he means 

when he soon gets explicit enough? 

The only possibility is that it was not anything like what Mailer infers 
se 

and thus can resort only to tricky, dirty writing to give it a meaning he wants 

the reader to take from it that it does not have. 

Inessa undermines Mailer's coming prize "witness" who is really a prize 

package in saying that Marina "had naturally bright lips." She said Marina's 

lips were "very bright lips with no makeup - just naturally bright lips." (page 

150) 

With quoting Kostya as saying he and Marina had sex (page 153) Mailer 

has done all the prejudicial suggesting he can contrive as he builds his prosecu- 
Yu 

tion-type indictment up to his introduction of his star oituews , Tad Merezhin- 

sky. Really his only alleged "witness." 

Neither Marina nor any other of these Russian teenagers with a few young 

adults, even with Mailer's deliberately prejudicial treatment of them, appears 

to differ in any major way from their peers throughout the entire western world 

except in their cultural interests. Except that as compared with their peers 

in this country a higher percentage of them were familiar with and liked the 

classics in music and in writing very much, most of them. 

They had some of the same hangups. Larissa, for example, longed to become 

a doctor. "She did well in school, but then in ninth grade discovered that she 

“could not look at blood." (page 145) 

That happened to a male cousin of mine but not until his first year in 

medical school. It was not really that unheard-of, in Minsk or anywhere else. 

Mischa told Mailer that he and his friend like to "listen to Bach, Proko- 

fief" and other classical composers, as did others of that group, and they also 

like classical American jazz. He mentioned "(Louis) Armstrong, Sidney Becket 

(sic), (Benny) Goodman, Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra." (page 148) (Of French 

ancestry and from New Orleans, Sidney's name was Bechet. He was world=famous in 

Mailer's youth and in mine.)
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For most of them as teenagers living under infinitively more difficult 

conditions, the worst he can say of them, Marina included, is that their be- 

havior, their personal conduct, was at least as socially acceptable as was 

his when he was a grown man and a professional success. 2 notmne 40r 

With all the hinting he can cook up, he finally gets to his "Yuri Mere- 

zhinsky" chapter. (page 154) He begins it, perhaps intending to build sympathy 

for a man much in need of it and deserving none, referring to him as 

"...a handsome man of about fifty and may once have been as good- 
looking as a movie star. But now, he is ravaged by illness and 
his shoulders are hunched. To meet his interviewers, he has come 
from a hospital several hundred kilometers away, and has been 
drinking all day; at night, he is still drinking with the harsh 
pride of a Russian who measures his prowess by the slugs of vodka 
he can continue to mix with powerful emotions." 

He then quotes Yuri as saying, ''My story will be very boring, not inter- 

esting" when to Mailer it is the exact opposite. . He then quotes Yuri as saying 

what is true. 

iat Uhat was phony self-deprecation by Yuri and it is phony for Mailer to 

emphasize it, to give this false self-portrait of Yuri at the outset, to influ- 

ence the reader that way with what he knew was false. But the reporter in 

Mailer, and that is how he began years ago, recognized how that could form the 

readers' minds the way he wanted so he not only begins that way, he repeats 

those same words a dozen lines later. Yuri is anything but self-deprecating, 

he knew it, he knew he was pretending and he was lucky, Mailer loved it: 

",..I csn tell you this should be called "Story of Children Who 
Come from Cream of Society.' My father was a great scientist; he 
became part of our Soviet scientific history. My mother, the same 
--Honorable Scientist of Byelorussian Republic. Immediately after 
Gagarin was launched into space on Sputnik, my mother was inter- 
viewed, my father was interviewed, i was interviewed." 

Next, at least as Mailer presents it next, Yuri is abused, a much-abused 

man beginning as a child and by his "cream of society" parents. 

Yuri had complaints about everything, especially about his parents. They 

were, as he and Mailer say, eminences of science. His mother was party of a 

delegation to the UN with Khrushchev. r
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Yuri then goes into when he met Marina. That was at a dance after a lec- 

euge by his mother and in the same building. Again using those suggestive words 

so indispensable to the dishonest writer, Mailer quotes him as saying of Marina, 

"I knew her before, I knew her after," when in fact that was when he first met 

her. Mailer never says who was doing the interviewing, whether it was he or 

Schiller. He always has "Interviewer" in the transcripts he uses.) 

Knowing that it is a lie, as we have seen but with it nonetheless a 

rather convenient lead into Mailer's renewed assault on Marina's character when 

she was still a teenager, here is how Mailer worked his transcripts over to 

begin with a relatively slight criticism of Marina. Why he asked this question, 

whichever the interviewer was, is cause for wonder because they knew from Inessa 

that as a girl Marina had naturally bright lips with no make-up at all: 

Interviewer: Was she wearing lipstick? 
Yuri Merezhinsky: She painted her lips all of the time. 
Int: All the time? 

YM: Yes. 

Int. That's interesting, because the word we get is that she 
never used lipstick, 

YM: She was very attractive. Effective. 
Int: How long had you known her then? 
YM: It doesn't matter--one day, two days, a year--I knew her 
long enough to know who was who. She was a woman, not a girl. 
Not a young woman. She was older. We were tired of her in sex. 
Int: Tired of her in sex? Let's be precise here. 
YM: I don't know about other people. I can talk only about 
myself. I never went with her to bed. But I could sleep with 
her even on a staircase. (pages 155-6) 

Young and vigorous boys tired of sex? Not just perhaps an individual 

one but the entire "group" of them? All tired of sex, all bored by it, all at 

the same time? 

What made those Minsker boys and young men so different from all of their 

age almost anywhere in the world? Than those of their age in World War II, 

some perhaps their fathers, so many of whom raped their way across Europe? 

Is that how Mailer was at Yuri's age? 

If Mailer used anything Yuri said after that, it was not because he be- 

lieved it}
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It also is obvious that whenever Yuri tripped himself up in -a lie, 

Schiller/Mailer let him get away with it. It is obvious that Mailer was so 

desperate for what he could use in his campaign against Marina when this was so 

apparently false he used it anyway. In this Mailer correctly understood what 

he could get away with with his publisher and with the coming reviewers of his 

coming book. 

To Mailer, world-class teats-and-tushie writer and to hin ‘worlé~claws 

inferviewex there is no contradiction between Yuri saying that he "knew" Marina 

and had sex with her until, and he here includes his friends, "We were tired of 

her in sex" and then, when asked to be "precise" responded that "I never went to 

bed with her''? 

Obviously, both cannot be true and equally obviously Mailer used it after 

yuri at the least contradicted himself. Not only was Mailer unfazed by this 

but he liked Yuri's next self-contradiction so much he also used it uncriti- 

cally. I omit nothing in quotation. This follows what I quoted above: 

Int: You say you had her any way you wanted? 

YM: Yes, sure. 

Int. Your friends had her? 

YM: Sure. 

Int: For certain? 

YM: Sure. (page 156) 

Here Mailer asks a question he knows from McMillan's book Yuri will con- 

tradict. Mailer refers to McMillan but he has no citation to it. Then, from 

even the Mailer we have been looking at, is a really low beginning with Yuri's 

volunterring of it: 

YM: She was sent out from Leningrad in twenty-four hours for 

prostitution with a foreigner, and she came to Minsk. 

Int: For prostitution? Literally? 

YM: With a foreigner. Then she came to Minsk. Because she had 

an uncle here. She was lucky. (page 156) 

That alleged "luck" was as Yuri put it not being sent to a labor camp, 

a gulag. 

Remember, the KGB was giving Schiller and Mailer access to their files. 

a 

When Oswald was sent to Minsk the KGB jwas alerted \there Jto the possibility he
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presented a danger to the Soviet Union. They spied on him all the time. They 

knéw who he went out with and the nature of their relations. And if Oswald 

had become friends with the woman Yuri makes Marine out to he, can it possibly 

be believed that the KGB would not have looked her up, learned what it could? 

Of course it cannot be believed and it cannot be believed that Mailer was not 

aware of that. 

Yet Mailer does not report asking his KGB chums who were so anxiovg to 

provide him with what he wanted to titillate those trated minds to which with 

this kind of writing he appeals. Surely when the KGB gave him their tran- 

scripts of their eavesdropping on Marina and Oswald even when they were in bed 

they would not have been reluctant to provide - if it existed - any confirma- 

tion of what so interested Schiller and Mailer from their own selections of 

their own interrogrations. 

Note in what is next quoted that when Mailer makes a pretense of seeking 

proof, of asking Yuri for his source, Yuri first, having made these horrible 

allegations against Marina first claims he should not answer because the answer 

would be so "intimate" and then when he agrees to answer does not and Schiller/ 

Mailer are satisfied with that: 

Int: Who told you she was a prostitute in Leningrad? 
YM: You ask a question which I consider very intimate. 
Int: Let me ask it in a different way. 
YM: No, it was right question to ask. She came here with four 
other people who were sent out of Leningrad together. She was in 
group. Two young men, two women. And her uncle worked for Minis- 
try of Internal Affairs, MVD, that's why she was privileged to 
come to Minsk and not 101 Kilometers. What it means, 101 Kilo- 
meters, you have to cut trees in forest. 

Int: <A labor camp? (page 156) 
YM: Job for prostitutes and people who don't work. You were 
sent out of big cities to work, hard labor. At that time, any- 
body could be accused of any type of prostitution. (page 157) 

Being a pharmacist aspparently was not work to Yuri et al or, if Marina 

was not yet a pharmacist, they had no question about her being trusted by the 

Soviets if she had the record Yuri attributed to he. Yuri easily got past that 
oe 

fabled Schiller diligence as that "world-class" interviewer, as the media 
Yr
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touted him. Past, too, Mailer's fabulous reputation as a "reporter." includimg 

getting a Pulitzer for his writing of the Gary Gilmore story, because he never 

did answer. 

Bad enough as it is to this point, Mailer uses Yuri to make it worse, 

knowingly worse: 

Now, said Yuri, there was a problem--he and his group, he 

would say, were fed up with Marina. They didn't know how to get 

rid of her. She was good at sex, but when a woman is always 

with her legs spread, sometimes you resent it. She never worried 

about anything like reputation. (page 157) 

It is not odd that Yuri, best for whatever reason on character assassina- 

tion, was encouraged to pile his defamations on but it surely is odd that not a 

single one of the men Mailer and Schiller interviewed said anything like this 

at all. Most portrayed Marina as a fine and caring person. When they asked 

Yuri "how she could conceal her reputation" if it was as he says once again 

those demon interrogators let him add more insults and not respond in any way: 

It was asked how she could conceal her reputation. After she 

met Lee at this dance, how did she manage that? 
Yuri: "You know, we are now three men here in this room, okay? 

Then a woman comes. You don't tell this new guy, 'Man you know, I 

fucked her in different positions so many times ...' You don't 

pass this information. Sasha was the only one who was not her 

lover. Sasha was ready to marry her. He was in love up to his 

ears. Everybody fucked her but Sasha." (page 157) 

Mailer had interviewed all those others in Yuri's "group without getting 

any confirmation of all this slop from Yuri and of course Mailer knew that. It 

did not discourage him from repeating what Yuri said and worse, treating it as 

solid, factual, dependable information when he knew it: was not that at all. 

But as Mailer should know and Random House's lawyers do know for a 

"public figurey ," which Marina could be alleged to have become without doing 

a thing to become one, to sue successfully for libel, she has to establish 

"malice,' and the courts have held, as they did in the case Mark Lane handled 

for Willis Carto, his Liberty Lobby and his weekly Spotlight, if the writer has 

a source, no matter how undependable a source, and quotes that source ,accurately, 

there is no libel under the law and controlling decisions.
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That is how Mark Lane won for those extremists of the farout-right when 

they were sued by former CIA spook and Watergate conspirator, E. Howard Hunt. 

The article by another former CIA man, Victor Marchetti, could hardly have been 

more libellous, more grossly inaccurate and indeed impossible, but Marchetti 

had those sources, he repeated what they had said and he got away with really 

vicious libel in charging that Hunt was part of the conspiracy that killed the 

President. 

There was nothing too impossible for Yuri to say and for Mailer to repeal 

if it in any way maligned Marina. This is what follows: 

Marina, he told them, had access in her pharmacy to grain 

alcohol. Yuri didn't want to boast, but he could say that, as 

a man, he satisfied all women, and Marina brought him bottles, 

big bottles of alcohol, from her pharmacy. (page 157) 

WhateverYuri may have meant by "big bottles" in this country alcohol for 

medicinal purposes comes in "bottles" that are quite large and quite heavy. They 

would have been impossible to steal. Assuming, of course, that Marina was will- 

ing to risk the gulags to steal alcohol for Yuri. But if it was as small a 

bottle as what here is a quart, small a girl and woman that she is, how easy 

it 
would/have been to hide that on herself and not get caught? And to run that 

risk regularly and not expect the shrinkage of that stock to be noticed when it 

was not accounted for? 

Especially if as Mailer next quotes Yuri as saying, men were waiting 

in line if she had wanted one: 

Asked about Lee, Yuri said he wanted to explain: ''We are one 
team, and we are ten people, and we have one, two, three, ten 

women, and they are all very beautiful. They are always just be- 

tween us, touching us. And everybody on our team is fucking these 

women. At one o'clock she's fucking one, then another one--we 
all know it. It is not a secret. And we are tired of these women. 

We are bored by them." 
So why did Lee become serious about her? 

Yuri replied, "Every woman has her own raisin." (pages 157-8) 

These world-classers interviewed Kosta Bondarin: 

He knows Yuri would say that he slept with her, but Kostya is 

not sure it happened. The fact is that Anatoly Shpanko did have
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intimate contact with her. That much Kostya knows for sure. | 

Tolya was a serious man and, unlike Yuri, would never talk to 

others about an affair. Yuri, after all, was the same age as 

Kostya, seventeen, and so he would have been more likely to 

say, "Well, I got fucked, I really got fucked," but in this 
situation, Kostya didn't believe him. Tolya and Marina really 

had it for each other, and he doesn't believe she would have 

allowed Yutika to get into the middle of that. (page 158) 

Mailer concludes his "Yuri Merezhinsky" chapter with these words, his own, 

not attributed to anyone: 

"It could all be grossly exaggerated. Easily, it could be 

exaggerated." 

But did that discourage him when he felt the need to malign the grandmother 

as a girl to save the book his greed was not enough to get him? 

All of this is at least can be at the least "grossly exaggerated" and he 

could bring himself to write it and then submit it for publication and then hit 

the promotions tral; to draw even more attention to it? Which also means, of 

course, to sell more copies of it? 

Not a bit too soom Mailer ends this Part with his "Anatoly" chapter. 

(pages 159-64) 

Anatoly was a medical student when he met Marine. "His first memory of 

Marine is of a very, very pleasant woman and he still remembers her that way. 

she never insulted him and he never insulted her ... he likes kind-hearted 

women and modest girls." (page 159) 

"At his Medical Institute (Mailer's words) there were more girls than 

men, so male students usually had a large choice." (page 160) 

"Speaking of Marina," again Mailer's words, "he cannot say anything bad. 

She was just a simple girl, very simple, ordinary, positive. ... All he can 

remember is that there was nothing negative from her side to his." (pages 160-1) 

Anatoly proposed to Marina but on her uncle's advice Marina decided not 

to marry any man with no money and, even more important, no apartment.: 

Anatoly does not even remember Marina's kisses. (page 161)
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"He also does not remember" what Schiller/Mailer keep going» back to with- 

out. ever consulting their cooperative KGB chums "anything negative about Marina" 

and "Nobody ever said to him that Marina had some history in Leningrad." (page 

162) These are Mailer's own words. So also are these, the last I quote from 

this disgusting Part: 

Anatoly told him "they didn't have sex." (page 162) 

But Mailer, like the smut-merchant he is, doesn't let go of this. His 

next Part, V, titled "Courtship and Marriage" (pages 167 ff), begins with the 

chapter he titled "Alik." That was Lee's nickname in the Soviet Union. Mailer 

does not get Par into it when he uses their interviews with Marina. They were 

after returning from Belarus. And, it seems, all Schiller and Mailer are in- 

terested in is sex. (page 169) What follows is from the middle of the next 

page: 

She didn't want to talk about her experiences. Catherine the 
Great had lots of lovers and was considered okay; that did not mean 
Marina had lots--she was not saying that. She just didn't want to 
talk about sex. Everybody was looking for bad; they they trash you. 
It wasn't that she'd done something she was ashamed of, nothing 
horribly wrong, but she knew when she first came to Minsk that maybe 
she needed advice. Because she was not that experienced. Maybe 
men thought she was something that she was not. 

She talked to her friend Misha Smolsky, who had never laid a finger 
on her. They were friendly, just friends. He said, "come on, I 
won't touch you. You're not Anita Ekberg." That said it all. He 
told her: Marina, there's a guy spreading gossip around that you're 
sleeping with him. Is it true or not?" She told him, "Misha I'm 
asking you what can I do if I have nothing to hide? I cannot defend 
myself door to door if a guy is lying." 

So Misha said, "I cannot punch him in the nose, because it is s 
not my business''--meaning she was not his girl--"but I'm goivig to gene 
tell him it is baloney." 

She did not know why Merezhinsky--if that was the guy, Yuri 
Merezhinsky--talked about her that way. Maybe it was because he 
was always drunk and liked to make a fuss. Maybe it was rejection. 
Was this the person that Misha was talking about? She felt humili= 
ated in front of all the world. 

How did she feel after what Mailer was doing to her? 

Again, this is Mailer's paraphrase of what she said, "Now her reputation 

felt like ugly clothing, smelly, that she was condemned to wear." as
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Mailer begins Chapter 3 of this part repeating that same Leningrad rumor, 

still with no source indicated. That is not unusual for these Parts. This 

one of 25 pages has only three citations of any source at all. 

Mailer persists for several pages and then this on page 182: 

M: I never once in my life was paid money. 

Int: L'm sure you weren't 
M: I vas looking for love in some wrong places and sometimes I had 
to pay for that. I actually was raped by a foreigner. 
Int: What? 

M: I mean, I was trapped in a room. He locked the door. And you 
know how they have those dezhurnayas that sit over there in the 
hallways of hotels holding keys for people who are out? TI could- 
n't scream. I thought, what would this woman think of me? So I 
fought this man. He finally threw me against him. He said, "Well 
if I knew you were a virgin, I would not have touched you." 
Lee didn't ask me, but on my wedding night, I pretended. I was 
terrified. I said to myself, When night comes, what am I going to 
do? I mean, what? It's a clean-cut life from now on. I want to 
be serious, and I was terrified. But Lee did not ask me. 

Inessa knew of Marina's concern because she was not a virgin and that is 

the basis for the Schiller/Mailer questioning. 

days: 

In Mailer's own words she told them off, having put up with it for five 

Interviewer: One person responded to a question by saying: You're 
right, she wasn't a virgin on her wedding night. She was worried 
that Lee would find out, and she went to the pharmacy and got 
something. She was proteding her marriage. 
Marina: Okay. 

Int: That's exactly what was said. 
M. Okay. It's true. So? So you are a sex pervert to spend five 
days to get somebody to talk about subject like this...I mean, 
isn't it enough? 

This and more like it, mind you, in a book ostensibly about the assassi- 

nation of the President as Mailer seeks to prove what he "decided" is: the. 

evidence because, remember that Goodman report on Mailer's days at Penn, he 

said, and omniscient as he is, who dares dispute him? The evidence itself is 

"impenetrable." 

How could what Oswald did not know possibly be a factor of Mailer's 

"basic question" for which he went to Belarus, seeking proof that Oswald was 

the assassin from his life in the Soviet Union? (page 315)
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Of course it has no relevance. None at all! As it also would not have 

had from Mailer's poppycock that did not originate with him, that Oswald killed 

JFK, for whom he had great respect and admiration, to become a famous man 

thereby. 

That is the most amateurish of the amateur shrinkery of the supporters 

That 
of the official theory of the assassination - and little understood as it is, 

it is only a theory. 

But Mailer was apparently lost enough in his all-consuming ego and his 

sense of his own omnipotence and omniscience, that he went for and had faith in 

this silliness that would disgrace a reasonably intelligent high-school child. 

These are the words of the twice-Pulitzered Mailer as he ends his Part 

VIII of his first volume: 

By the logic of our narrative, we have just come to the end of 
Volume One. It is obvious that whatever we have learned about 
Oswald in Russia is not enough to answer our basic question. 
For that we will have to follow his adventures in America. .The 
changes in Oswald's life have already been large and abrupt, 
and now we will have to accompany him on future adventures in 
Fort Worth, Dallas, New Orleans, Mexico City, Dealey Plaza, and 
the Dallas city jail. Since we have gone from Russia to America 
with a minimum of ceremony, and have just taken a quick visit 
back, perhaps we can obtain a more satisfactory farewell by 
observing the reactions of Oswald's friends and acquaintances in 
Minsk after they encountered the news of Kennedy's assassination. 
(page 315)


